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Titre: Substrats et instruments interactifs pour les historiques de l'interaction 

Mots clés : médias temporels, historiques de l’interaction, interaction humain machine, interaction 

instrumentale, substrats interactifs, coordination 

Résumé : Dans le monde numérique comme dans le monde physique, nos interactions avec les objets laissent 

des traces qui racontent l'histoire qui les a façonnés au fil du temps. Ces données historiques peuvent être 

consultées par les utilisateurs afin de mieux comprendre les étapes qui ont conduit à l'état actuel de leur système. 

Elles peuvent également être redocumentées afin d'arranger l'historique d'une manière plus compréhensible 

pour les utilisateurs. Dans des environnements collaboratifs, les utilisateurs peuvent être amenés à partager ces 

données, afin de mieux coordonner ou synchroniser leur travail d’équipe. Des travaux antérieurs ont tenté de 

démontrer les avantages des historiques partagés entre applications, mais les implémentations actuelles des 

historiques dans les systèmes interactifs continuent de confiner les historiques à leur application d'origine. Les 

utilisateurs ne peuvent pas croiser leurs historiques pour corréler les événements qui se sont produits dans 

différentes applications. 

Dans cette thèse, je montre que concevoir des historiques de l’interaction pouvant être partagés entre les 

applications et les utilisateurs faciliterait la navigation, la compréhension et la réutilisation des données 

historiques. J'ancre le début de mes travaux dans le cas de l'écriture collaborative afin d’explorer des écologies 

de traces et des usages familiers, mais néanmoins complexes. J'identifie les pratiques récurrentes et les 

problèmes liés à l'utilisation des données historiques en interrogeant des utilisateurs habitués de l’écriture 

collaborative, et je mène plusieurs activités de conception basées sur les observations qui en découlent. Je décris 

ensuite un premier système en tant que preuve de concept intégrant deux outils résultant de ces activités de 

conception. Ce système intègre également la première itération d'une structure unique pour les données 

d'historique partagées entre applications et utilisateurs. Les résultats des études utilisateurs menées sur ce 

système montrent que ces derniers expriment effectivement le besoin de disposer d'historiques d'interaction 

unifiés et personnalisables. 

En compilant les données recueillies au cours de ces activités de recherche et en me basant sur des travaux 

antérieurs concernant les "médias dynamiques partageables" et les substrats d'interaction, je décris un cadre 

permettant de concevoir des historiques d'interaction plus flexibles. Je présente Steps, une structure 

d'unification des données historiques qui intègre un noyau d'attributs descriptifs qui préserve l'intégrité d'une 

trace entre les applications, et des attributs contextuels extensibles qui permettent aux utilisateurs de modeler 

leurs historiques en fonction de leurs besoins. Je présente ensuite OneTrace, un prototype basé sur les Steps. 

Son implémentation suit mon cadre descriptif pour les historiques inter-applications et définit l'historique 

comme un matériau numérique à façonner par l'utilisation d'outils dédiés. Je discute des opportunités offertes 

par cette approche pour réaliser un changement de paradigme sur la façon dont nous concevons les historiques 

et leurs outils. 
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Title: Interaction Substrates and Instruments for Interaction Histories 

Keywords : temporal media, interaction history, human computer interaction, instrumental interaction, 

interactive substrates, coordination 

Abstract : In the digital world, as in the physical world, our interactions with objects leave traces that tell the 

story of the actions that shaped these objects over time. This historical data can be accessed by end users to 

help them better understand the steps that led to the current state of their system. These traces can also be 

reused for activities such as re-documenting their own history to arrange it in a way that they find more 

understandable. Users may also be led to share these data in collaborative environments, to better coordinate 

and synchronize their work. While previous work has attempted to show the benefits of cross-application 

histories, current implementations of interaction histories in interactive systems tend to tie history data to their 

source application. This prevents users from cross-referencing historical data to review and correlate events that 

occurred in different applications. 

In this thesis, I argue that designing interaction histories that can be shared among applications and users would 

support browsing, understanding and reusing historical data. I first ground my work in the use case of 

collaborative writing to explore relatable yet complex traces ecologies and interaction history use. I identify 

recurring practices and issues with the use of history data by interviewing knowledge workers and conducting 

several design activities based on these observations. I describe a first proof-of-concept system integrating two 

history instruments resulting from these design activities, and the first iteration of a unifying structure for 

historical data to be shared among applications and users. The results of user studies show that users indeed 

express a need for unified and customizable interaction histories. 

Compiling the data gathered during these research activities and based on previous works about “Dynamic 

Shareable Media” and the Interaction Substrates and Instruments model, I describe a framework to help create 

more flexible interaction histories. The goal is to describe how to design interaction history systems that would 

help users take control of their historical data. I introduce Steps, a structure for unifying historical data that 

includes descriptive core attributes to preserve the integrity of a trace across applications, and extensible 

contextual attributes that let users reshape their histories to suit their needs. I then introduce OneTrace, a proof-

of-concept prototype based on Steps that follows my descriptive framework for cross-application histories and 

defines interaction histories as digital material to be shaped by digital tool use. I discuss the opportunities 

offered by this approach to support a shift in paradigm on how we design and interact with interaction histories. 
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Synthèse du contenu du manuscrit 

Dans cette thèse, je soutiens que la conception des historiques d'interaction devrait s'inspirer de théories telles 

que le modèle des substrats et instruments d'interaction, ou le concept de médias dynamiques partageables 

afin de mieux aider les utilisateurs à parcourir, comprendre et réutiliser leurs historiques. La création d'objets 

représentant les historiques, et d'instruments d'historique de l’interaction plus flexibles permettrait aux utilisa-

teurs de croiser leurs données d'historique depuis n'importe quelle application et de les utiliser avec n'importe 

quel outil qu'ils trouveraient adapté à leur activité.  

Je soutiens cette affirmation en identifiant et en abordant les problèmes spécifiques de la conception actuelle 

des historiques d'interaction, ce qui m'a conduit à mettre en œuvre un système d'enregistrement d'historique 

inter-applications et deux instruments d'historique d'interaction distincts. Je montre que la conception de tels 

systèmes interactifs aide les utilisateurs à manipuler les traces et à comprendre la chronologie des événements 

de leur environnement numérique. 

Inspiré par des travaux connexes, l'objectif principal de cette thèse est de fournir un cadre qui aide à com-

prendre et à concevoir de tels environnements, et de soutenir un changement de paradigme dans la façon 

dont nous pouvons concevoir et interagir avec les historiques d'interaction. 

 

Au cours de mes travaux de thèse, j'ai appliqué des méthodes empruntées à la fois au génie logiciel, à la psy-

chologie et aux sciences sociales. Pour équilibrer mon approche multidisciplinaire, j'ai triangulé entre les pers-

pectives théoriques, empiriques et conceptuelles de ces disciplines. 

J'ai d'abord examiné les connaissances actuelles sur la manière dont l'utilisation des historiques d'interaction 

peut contribuer à améliorer le rappel d'événements passés, avec des travaux encourageant le partage d’histo-

riques inter-applications et des travaux montrant les bénéfices de proposer différentes représentations d’un 

même historique. J'ai associé ces travaux antérieurs à des travaux théoriques sur la manière dont les individus 

se coordonnent au cours d'activités communes avec pour support leurs traces d’activités personnelles et par-

tagées. En m’appuyant sur le concept d'écologie d’artefacts dans le contexte de l’écriture collaborative, j'ex-

plique comment la coordination peut être liée à la conception des historiques d'interaction et des outils dispo-

nibles aux différents membres de l’équipe. 

J'ai utilisé la méthode des entretiens contextuels pour recueillir les premières informations empiriques sur les 

pratiques des utilisateurs et les ruptures avec les histoires, et j'ai utilisé des questionnaires pour compléter les 

données recueillies à partir des observations et des entretiens. J'ai utilisé la méthode de l'analyse thématique 

comme outil d'analyse qualitative des entretiens. 

Les connaissances empiriques que j'ai pu recueillir m'ont permis de concevoir un prototype de système 

d'enregistrement des données d’historiques basé sur une structure de données unifiée que j’ai appelé “Steps”. 

J'ai également utilisé des méthodes de brainstorming et de conception participative pour concevoir deux ou-

tils différents permettant d'interagir avec les historiques appelés “TraceLens” et “TracePicker”. J'ai utilisé la 

théorie générative de l'interaction instrumentale comme outil de pour itérer sur la conception de ces deux 

prototypes. J'ai mené deux études d'observation sous forme d'entretiens et de scénarios. J'ai observé com-

ment les participants utilisaient mes prototypes dans un contexte donné et j'ai évalué leur perception d'une 

telle approche par rapport à leurs habitudes. 

A la suite de ces travaux de conception, j'ai pu repenser mon modèle d’historiques au travers du prisme théo-

rique du modèle des substrats et instruments d'interaction et des travaux sur les logiciels malléables. J'ai en-

suite décrit un modèle pour la conception d'environnements basés sur les substrats et les instruments d’histo-

riques de l’interaction. 

Basé sur la technologie “Webstrates” développée par l’université d’Aarhus, j’ai implémenté une version robuste 

de mon système basé sur mon modèle d’historique appelé “OneTrace”, permettant aux utilisateurs d’accéder à 

un espace de travail qui peut être partagé. Dans cet espace de travail, les utilisateurs peuvent ouvrir leurs ap-

plications pour travailler, éditer, consulter du contenu, et donc générer de l’historique sous forme de “Steps”. 

Ils peuvent ensuite consulter leur historique avec les instruments et représentations de leur choix en les impor-

tant également dans l’espace de travail. 

 

Certains des résultats et des figures de ce manuscrit ont été précédemment publiés dans l'article de revue sui-

vant : “OneTrace : Improving Event Recall and Coordination With Cross-Application Interaction Histories” (doi: 

10.1080/10447318.2024.2332848). 
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A B S T R A C T

In the digital world, as in the physical world, our interactions with
objects leave traces that tell the story of the actions that shaped these
objects over time. This historical data can be accessed by end users
to help them better understand the steps that led to the current state
of their system. These traces can also be reused for activities such
as re-documenting their own history to arrange it in a way that they
find more understandable. Users may also be led to share these data
in collaborative environments, to better coordinate and synchronize
their work. While previous work has attempted to show the bene-
fits of cross-application histories, current implementations of interac-
tion histories in interactive systems tend to tie history data to their
source application. This prevents users from cross-referencing histor-
ical data to review and correlate events that occurred in different
applications. In this thesis, I argue that designing interaction histo-
ries that can be shared among applications and users would support
browsing, understanding and reusing historical data. I first ground
my work in the use case of collaborative writing to explore relatable
yet complex traces ecologies and interaction history use. I identify
recurring practices and issues with the use of history data by inter-
viewing knowledge workers and conducting several design activities
based on these observations. I describe a first proof-of-concept system
integrating two history instruments resulting from these design activ-
ities, and the first iteration of a unifying structure for historical data
to be shared among applications and users. The results of user studies
show that users indeed express a need for unified and customizable
interaction histories. Compiling the data gathered during these re-
search activities and based on previous works about “Dynamic Share-
able Media” and the Interaction Substrates and Instruments model, I
describe a framework to help create more flexible interaction histo-
ries. The goal is to describe how to design interaction history systems
that would help users take control of their historical data. I introduce
Steps, a structure for unifying historical data that includes descriptive
core attributes to preserve the integrity of a trace across applications,
and extensible contextual attributes that let users reshape their histo-
ries to suit their needs. I then introduce OneTrace, a proof-of-concept
prototype based on Steps that follows my descriptive framework for
cross-application histories and defines interaction histories as digital
material to be shaped by digital tool use. I discuss the opportunities
offered by this approach to support a shift in paradigm on how we
design and interact with interaction histories.
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R É S U M É

Dans le monde numérique comme dans le monde physique, nos in-
teractions avec les objets laissent des traces qui racontent l’histoire qui
les a façonnés au fil du temps. Ces données historiques peuvent être
consultées par les utilisateurs afin de mieux comprendre les étapes
qui ont conduit à l’état actuel de leur système. Elles peuvent égale-
ment être re-documentées afin d’arranger l’historique d’une manière
plus compréhensible pour les utilisateurs. Dans des environnements
collaboratifs, les utilisateurs peuvent être amenés à partager ces don-
nées, afin de mieux coordonner ou synchroniser leur travail d’équipe.
Des travaux antérieurs ont tenté de démontrer les avantages des his-
toriques partagés entre applications, mais les implémentations actu-
elles des historiques dans les systèmes interactifs continuent de con-
finer les historiques à leur application d’origine. Les utilisateurs ne
peuvent pas croiser leur historiques pour corréler les événements qui
se sont produits dans différentes applications. Dans cette thèse, je
montre que concevoir des historiques de l’interaction pouvant être
partagés entre les applications et les utilisateurs faciliterait la navi-
gation, la compréhension et la réutilisation des données historiques.
J’ancre le début de mes travaux dans le cas de l’écriture collaborative
afin d’explorer des écologies de traces et des usages familiers, mais
néanmoins complexes. J’identifie les pratiques récurrentes et les prob-
lèmes liés à l’utilisation des données historiques en interrogeant des
utilisateurs habitués de l’écriture collaborative, et je mène plusieurs
activités de conception basées sur les observations qui en découlent.
Je décris ensuite un premier système en tant que preuve de concept
intégrant deux outils résultant de ces activités de conception. Ce sys-
tème intègre également la première itération d’une structure unique
pour les données d’historique partagées entre applications et utilisa-
teurs. Les résultats des études utilisateurs menées sur ce système
montrent que ces derniers expriment effectivement le besoin de dis-
poser d’historiques d’interaction unifiés et personnalisables. En com-
pilant les données recueillies au cours de ces activités de recherche
et en me basant sur des travaux antérieurs concernant les "médias
dynamiques partageables" et les substrats d’interaction, je décris un
cadre permettant de concevoir des historiques d’interaction plus flex-
ibles. Je présente Steps, une structure d’unification des données his-
toriques qui intègre un noyau d’attributs descriptifs qui préserve
l’intégrité d’une trace entre les applications, et des attributs contextu-
els extensibles qui permettent aux utilisateurs de modeler leurs histo-
riques en fonction de leurs besoins. Je présente ensuite OneTrace, un
prototype basé sur les Steps. Son implémentation suit mon cadre de-
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scriptif pour les historiques inter-applications et définit l’historique
comme un matériau numérique à façonner par l’utilisation d’outils
dédiés. Je discute des opportunités offertes par cette approche pour
réaliser un changement de paradigme sur la façon dont nous con-
cevons les historiques et leurs outils.
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

In the digital world, as in the physical world, our interactions with
our environment and objects leave traces of interactions [71, 78]. These
pieces of history tell the story of the actions that shaped an object over
time, attesting its wear [4, 35], that result in the object’s current state.
In interactive systems, the use of tools and commands log history
data. These data can be accessed as raw log files to analyze users’
activities, whether it be for supporting them through live recommen-
dations or for later investigations to improve features and tools [14,
22]. But they can also be accessed as interactive digital objects. If the
software editors identified it as a useful feature for end users, these
traces of interaction are typically sorted and found in panels and lay-
outs such as timelines or ordered lists of elements. They can be sorted
temporally by laying out events according to the time when they oc-
curred or spatially by linking a trace to the place in the document
where the interaction occurred.

When these traces can be accessed by end users, it helps them better
understand the steps that led to the current state of their system [29].
These traces can also be reused for activities such as re-documenting
their own history to arrange it in a way that they find more under-
standable [90]. Current implementations of interaction histories in
interactive systems tend to tie history data to their source application.
Interaction histories are then to be displayed and interacted with in
dedicated tools only accessible from that source application. For ex-
ample, a document’s modification history is displayed in the text ed-
itor’s history [35] while a web browsing history is displayed in the
browser’s history [31].

While each type of history can describe precisely the actions per-
formed on the object and the time frame of these interactions, it is
almost never possible to browse them in other applications, or en-
riched with other applications’ histories. In the course of an activity,
users may interact with several tools and digital objects in parallel,
which will fragment their history and leave traces in different places.
This fragmentation makes it difficult for users to reconstruct and re-
call the global context in which a past event occurred and that needs
to be re-contextualized [73, 74]. Indeed, if time and space can be good
ways to recall past events, it is also often by associating past actions
with one another that individuals remember the details of history ele-
ments. It is then difficult for users to review and correlate events that

1
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occurred in different applications, as they have no way to link the
different histories together.

Today’s interface and any associated tools and features are mainly
based on the WIMP (windows, icon, menu, pointing) interaction mod-
el, and the desktop metaphor that is often associated with it, that was
introduced in the early eighties [81]. Since then, our desktops have
evolved into constellations of applications and documents that offer
little to no interoperability among each other. On the other hand, re-
searchers have explored and described new post-WIMP interaction
theories and principles, conceptual models for designing new inter-
faces supporting modern interactions. These led to generative princi-
ples [12] that support the design of more flexible and extensible inter-
active systems. Previous work on this matter also include a new inter-
action model, the interaction substrates and instruments model [11],
that supports the design of digital objects and instruments that are
polymorphic and reusable, and that operationalize the notion of affor-
dances. The concept of “Shareable Dynamic Media” [43] also showed
the feasibility of distributed, shareable and malleable software.

The shortcomings of current interaction history tools and how they
fail to support users’ actual practices with histories may come from
the way we design interaction histories in the first place. Even when
trying to support history data sharing across applications, previous
work has led to designs that still tie histories to a single feature to
be used in a single specific application. And thus, several questions
remain : How to support users in easily collecting histories from dif-
ferent sources? How to let them browse their histories with the instru-
ments they prefer, independently of their source application? How to
let them customize their histories in a way that makes sense to them?
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1.1 thesis statement

In this thesis, I argue that the design of interaction histories should
take inspiration from theories such as the interaction substrates and
instruments model or the concept of shareable dynamic media to bet-
ter support users in browsing, understanding and reusing their his-
tories. Creating more flexible interaction history objects and instru-
ments would let users cross-reference history data from any applica-
tion and use it with any tool they may find suitable for their activ-
ity. I support this statement by identifying and addressing specific
issues of today’s interaction histories design, leading me to imple-
ment a cross-application history logging system and two distinct in-
teraction history instruments. I show that designing such interactive
systems helps users manipulating traces and understanding the time-
line of events of their digital environment. Inspired by related work,
the main goal of this thesis is to provide a framework that helps un-
derstanding and designing such environments, and support a shift in
paradigm in how we can design and interact with interaction histo-
ries.

1.2 methods

During this thesis, I applied methods borrowed from both software
engineering, psychology and social sciences. To balance my multidis-
ciplinary approach, I triangulated between the theoretical, observa-
tional and design perspectives of these disciplines [54].

I first looked at the current knowledge on how the use of inter-
action histories can help enhance recall of past events. I associate
this previous work to theoretical work on how individuals coordi-
nate with each other during joint activities [56]. Through the lens of
the artifact ecologies concept [48], I explain how coordination can be
linked to interaction histories design. I used the method of story inter-
views [52] to gather first empirical insights about users’ practices and
breakdowns with histories, and employed questionnaires to comple-
ment the data gathered from observations and interviews. I used the
method of thematic analysis [19] as a tool for the qualitative analysis
of the interviews.

The empirical knowledge I gathered allowed me to design a pro-
totype system for logging history data based on a unified data struc-
ture. I also used brainstorming and participatory design methods to
design two different tools to interact with histories. I used the gen-
erative theory of instrumental interaction [12] as a tool to iterate on
these two designs. I conducted two observational studies in the form
of two interview- and scenario-based studies. I observed how partici-
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pants used my tools in a given context and assessed their perception
of such an approach compared to their habits.

Finally, I reflected on my work through the theoretical lens of the
interaction substrates and instruments model [10] and works on mal-
leable software [43]. I then described a framework for designing envi-
ronments based on interaction history substrates and instruments.

1.3 thesis overview

The outline of this manuscript articulates the different contributions
and works produced during this thesis to present a coherent path that
led me to my thesis statement.

chapter 2 defines the framing of my research on interaction his-
tories. It reviews related work on interaction histories, how users
interact with them and what improvements still need to be done.
It shows to what extent improving interaction history usage across
users’ workspaces would improve their understanding of a digital
object’s timeline and past events’ context recall. I also review related
work on the concepts of instrumental interaction, interaction sub-
strates and malleable software which are an important part of the
reflection about interaction histories in this thesis.

chapter 3 starts by reviewing related work about interaction his-
tory usage in collaborative text editing settings, and defines a ground-
ed use case to base future research on. It then describes the empirical
contribution of this thesis with the interview of twelve knowledge
workers supplemented by a twenty-five respondents questionnaire,
both about interaction history usage in collaborative writing settings.
The results of this study are analyzed using thematic analysis that
allows me to define the main practices and issues with interaction
histories described by the participants.

chapter 4 starts with gathering insights from the two first chap-
ters to describe a unified structure for history data which I called
"Step". This data structure is a way for me to both introduce a new
approach for designing interaction histories and implement a cross-
application history system. I then show how I implemented OneTrace,
a proof-of-concept system based on Steps. OneTrace logs the actions
performed by users and their context as Steps, and shares them across
applications and users.

chapter 5 describes two different projects that aimed at experi-
menting with designing instruments for OneTrace. Both projects aim-
ed at implementing an instrument that answered a design goal ex-
tracted from the interviews. Both projects started with participatory
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design activities. Then both designs were improved by reflecting on
these using the instrumental interaction generative theory. Both in-
struments were implemented in OneTrace and helped to gather in-
sights on users’ perception of such cross-application history tools dur-
ing two interview- and scenario-based user studies.

chapter 6 presents a framework for designing cross-application
history environments based on the substrates and instruments inter-
action model. It is made by reflecting on my first assumptions on a
unified history data structure, and my observations from the studies
I conducted with OneTrace. It aims at giving a better understanding
of what it is to interact with graphical objects made of interaction his-
tory elements, and provides insights for the design of better history
instruments. As a proof-of-concept, I describe the implementation of
an updated version of OneTrace based on this framework.

chapter 7 concludes with a review of the work described in this
manuscript, and the contributions it makes. Then I discuss the main
limitations of this thesis, and give directions for future work.

Some of the results and figures in this manuscript were previously
published in the following journal article: OneTrace: Improving Event

Recall and Coordination With Cross-Application Interaction Histories [8].





2
B A C K G R O U N D A N D C O N T E X T

In this thesis, my first interest is to study interaction histories as first
class objects. In this chapter, I first describe the underlying concept
behind the term “interaction histories” that can be used to describe
different types of data or representations, and I specify what I mean
by interaction history in this manuscript.

I then explain the different ways interaction histories can be used,
and differentiate the use of histories for automating tasks and for
data analysis purposes from the use of data by users themselves in
order to organize and understand past activities. I elaborate on the
latter and explain how users may take advantage of the traces left on
digital objects. To this end, I conduct background research on related
work investigating how users contextualize past events in interaction
histories. Previous studies show a need for a more flexible approach
in terms of design for interaction histories, and I argue that while
several studies point out the benefits of this flexibility to better un-
derstand past activities on users’ side, they do not fully embrace it in
terms of design.

I acknowledge that my point of view is largely inspired by previ-
ous work on interaction substrates and instruments [9, 11] and the
concept of malleable software [43]. I present both of these concepts
and review related work to show the possibilities offered by flexible
and extensible interactive systems. This background research leads to
first conclusions about interaction history tools and how to improve
them.

7
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2.1 interaction histories

In this section, I define interaction histories, describe them as interac-
tive systems and review related work on how previous research tried
to enhance the use of such systems. This leads to my first motivation:
enhancing interaction history tools by making interaction histories
more flexible.

2.1.1 What is an Interaction History?

Interaction history as an object of study is not well defined in the
literature. To make an attempt at defining it I will first clarify what
history in general means. Among the multiple definitions proposed
in the different available dictionaries, two of them stand out. The first
one, from the Cambridge dictionary [1], defines history as "(a record

of) past events considered together, especially events of a particular period,

country, or subjects". This definition puts the emphasis on the fact that
history is a way to organize past events that are related with each
other depending on a main factor, which can be a temporal factor
but can also be centered around a place or an individual. The sec-
ond one, from the Oxford dictionary [2], defines history as "the past

events connected with the development of a particular place, subject, etc.".
With this definition we have the additional idea of “development”. It
means that having access to the history of an object of study gives the
possibility to understand the current state of this object. From these
definitions I describe a general history as follows :

"a history is a succession of events considered together and centered around

the same object of study that gives key elements to understand the current

state of this object of study."

In this thesis, I use the term interaction history to describe the events
that occurred in the past and that are logged by the system when
users interacted with their digital environment. I may sometimes re-
fer to interaction history as "traces". Indeed, as in the physical world,
our interactions with objects leave traces as interaction history [71,
78]. Based on the above definition of history, an interaction history
can be defined as follows :

"an interaction history is a succession of past user’s events recorded by the

system they interacted with."

This definition deliberately does not include the way it can be pre-
sented to users or the way it can be reused or analyzed further. In-
deed, in the literature, even though my definition is generic enough
to encompass the different systems described as interaction histories,
the digital objects representing interaction histories can take various
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Interactive systems 
usage generates 

interaction history data.

History as a dataset History as visual 
representations 

(here a graph and a 
timeline)

Figure 1: Different interaction history representations, inspired by
Schmidt et al. [74]. Users interact with the system, generat-
ing a dataset of user events logged by the interactive system, and
visual representations can be built thanks to these data (here
with a timeline and a graph that interprets the interaction history
logged by the system).

forms. These forms include different levels of interactivity and acces-
sibility on the user’s side.

These differences can be classified in different levels of representa-
tion. For example, works such as Schmidt’s et al. [74, 75, 77] stud-
ies on interaction histories data management, analysis and visual-
izations help us identify these different layers of interaction histo-
ries (Figure 1). First, interaction history is a dataset of elements that
provide information about what operations the user performed and
on which objects. Each of these elements has a temporal component
about the interaction’s occurrence, and describes the past interaction
with a granularity depending on the application logging the event.
This kind of representation is not usually meant to be accessed by
the user. But information from these datasets can be aggregated or
interpreted by interactive systems to provide users with a more rele-
vant representation. This second layer of representation can consist of
graphs or timelines, layouts based on the temporal component of his-
tories, representing history as time series [3, 58, 85], sometimes com-
bining different ones to complete each other [29]. It can also adopt
non-temporal layouts but more spatial representations [4, 35] if the
temporal component is not the main attribute of interest to the user.
Generally speaking, it is a visual representation of the dataset aimed
at being understandable and usable by the end user.
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Figure 2: Maalej’s et al. [51] Switch! user interface showing recommenda-
tions based on switching history.

2.1.2 Interaction history uses

Now that I defined what is an interaction history, and what kind of
digital objects I am referring to with this concept, I want to describe
the different uses of interaction histories that I identified in the litera-
ture, and characterize which one this thesis will be focusing on.

First, there are systems that process interaction history data in or-
der to better support the user in their tasks, and to adapt the system
to their needs. Such systems use task detection or context detection
models to understand the user’s current activity based on their inter-
action history and their current inputs, such as Rath’s et al. [67] UICO
system, Shen’s et al. [79] Task Tracer system, or Lokaiczyk’s et al. [50]
context mapping algorithm. Such systems are built to proactively pro-
vide recommendations to the user, thanks to additional interface fea-
tures, such as Maalej’s et al. [51] Switch! system that helps users when
switching applications in a given work context and thus improving
their efficiency in switching applications on their system (Figure 2).

Processing interaction history datasets is not only useful for sup-
porting features and systems providing recommendations. When kn-
owledge work becomes an object of study, as with any other object of
study, interaction history analysis becomes a powerful tool to better
understand users’ activities and behavior on their interactive systems,
as exemplified by the works of Belin et al. [14] or Carillo et al. [22].
In that case too, task mining can be used to enrich histories such as
Parnin’s et al. [66] revision history system, to refine the analysis of his-
tories and to make the information more complete. Overall, this first
category of use can be defined as an a posteriori analysis of interac-
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Figure 3: Grossman’s et al. [29] Chronicle system with three ways to browse
interaction history : (a) The main Chronicle window; (b) The time-
line; (c) The application/playback window.

tion history datasets, whether it be for live support of users’ activities
or for later investigation of users’ behavior.

Second, we have systems that let users browse and manipulate
history data themselves. These systems support the user in under-
standing the timeline of a digital project and the events that led to
its current state on different levels. First, they improve the way users
navigate history and browse the available information. For example,
Schmidt et al. [74] or Grossman et al. [29] (Figure 3) explore the dif-
ferent ways in which to visualize histories depending on which in-
formation users want to retrieve. Similarly, Freeman and Gelernter’s
Lifestream system [25] and Rekimoto’s [69] Time-machine comput-
ing system organize the users’ working environment around their
interaction history to better facilitate its use. These works underline
the importance of interaction history tools and graphical representa-
tions that are designed around users’ practices to make them better
grasp the general timeline of their work context. As explained by
Schmidt et al. [76], a better understanding of interaction history as a
whole provides a better awareness of the current state of the object of
interest and helps plan future actions.

Manipulating history data is not just about browsing it. While in
many interactive system, interaction histories support browsing by
filtering time or keywords, users also remember events by their re-
lationships to each other [74]. That type of use is often supported
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C
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Figure 4: Caad’s activity display [68]: (a) The left-most image was automati-
cally generated by CAAD; (b) The second image illustrates a user-
edited display; (c) The third image shows one group in more de-
tail.

by allowing people to organize their interaction histories into collec-
tions of past events, creating a new digital object that is meaningful
to the user. Systems such as Kaptelini’s et al. [39] UEMA system and
Morteo’s et al. [57] Sphere Juggler support such history data organiza-
tion as custom collections. Rattenbury et al. [68] go even further with
their CAAD system by generating collections of events automatically,
which the user can then tweak and combine to create a single mean-
ingful object (Figure 4). This kind of appropriation and organization
of past events to create new custom digital objects is reminiscent of
personal information management, as described by Malone [55]. As
people organize their workspace in a way that is meaningful to them
and to better retrieve important documents, they do the same to re-
trieve information related to past events.

Across these different ways to interact with history data, whether
by browsing or by manipulating past events, the users’ goal is always
to better understand the timeline of events that led to the current state
of a digital object. I define this type of use as using history as a digital
instrument that empowers users in managing and understanding past
events rather than a simple dataset to analyze. This is the type of
interaction history use that I will focus on in this thesis.

2.1.3 Supporting Interaction Histories context recall

As explained earlier, while users can retrieve information by filtering
the interaction history by time or keywords, they also find past events
by their relationships to other events. Previous work from the litera-
ture has tried to enhance interaction histories with features such as
adding contextual cues to history data or giving information about
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Figure 5: The Footprints scroll bar [4].

the temporal context in which a past event occurred to support users
in their information retrieval activities.

For example, previous works has explored how to enhance past
event recall by helping users reconstruct, as Rule et al. [73] describe
it, the mental context of a past situation. To do so, interaction histo-
ries can be enhanced with visual facilitators. With ReadWear and Ed-
itWear, Hill et al. [35] present a new way to approach history data by
displaying it as "wear" on the scroll bar of a document. This wear has
varying intensity depending on the frequency of history data in a doc-
ument’s region. It was later revisited by Alexander et al. [4] (Figure 5)
and their Footprint Scrollbar by adding marks and thumbnails on the
wear. These visual cues provide an overview of the area impacted by
past events, supported by a task cueing interface and the recency in-
formation communicated by the original "wear" from Hill et al. [35].
They allow for a more efficient revisitation of the document by better
understanding the timeline of the document.

SenseMap’s "history map" from Nguyen et al. [60] also explores this
type of design with visual thumbnails. In this system, user’s brows-
ing history is displayed as a tree. To help users recall what they were
doing, screenshots of the system in the form of thumbnails enrich
this representation. The same approach is taken by Won et al. [88]
and their Contextual Web History, a web browsing history enriched
with thumbnails for each of the previously visited website, and by
Hu’s et al. [36] ScreenTrack that provides the user with a playback
composed of screenshots of previously visited websites.
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Figure 6: LifeFlow’s user interface [89] showing different samples of pa-
tients’ transfer histories.

While these works focus on triggering memories with visual cues,
other works focus on the fact that, as Weick et al. [87] explain it,
users may interpret past event as ensembles of actions rather than
isolated actions. Translated into design goals for interaction history
tools, it means that clustering interaction history data together is im-
portant to help users reconstruct context. This type of systems in-
cludes the UEMA, Sphere Juggler and CAAD systems [39, 57, 68]
that I already mentioned. It is also interesting to add that the sup-
port that CAAD [68] offers for creating collections of history data
is provided by task analysis, therefore building contextual structures
representing the high-level task in which the documents were used.
In Variolite’s and Verdant’s interactive histories [41, 42] of code edi-
tors, history data are visually connected together if the logged actions
share the same goal. Their goal is to improve the use of version con-
trol in an attempt to mirror the user’s mental map and to help users
reconstruct it.

Grouping traces by relationships has also been explored by Schmidt
et al. [74] who found that linear representations are not suitable for
finding context. They instead introduced graph representations to
link traces together, for example based on the frequence of users
switching between artifacts, in addition of the temporal structure of-
fered by traditional timelines. In another context, Wongsuphasawat’s
et al. [89] LifeFlow informs users about sequences of related events
about hospital patients’ transfers and transportation instead of pro-
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Figure 7: YouPivot’s enhanced history [31].

viding a linear timeline (Figure 6). It gives a scalable visual overview
of all the events that have happened around a patient once he or
she has been taken care of, as sequences of events that can be sum-
marized. The results show an improvement in understanding the
timeline of events, and in detecting possible anomalies in their pro-
cesses. Seeking to turn interaction history into a learning tool, Gross-
man et al. [29] developed Chronicle (Figure 3), a system that presents
interaction history in three different ways so as to better communicate
the information to the user by focusing on different types of infor-
mation. In Chronicle’s main window, history data are grouped into
chronicles, sequences of actions represented as a single higher-level
transition between two important states of the system. The two other
windows are composed of a detailed timeline of commands that oc-
curred on the document, and a playback of the document’s life cycle.
Therefore, this system provides three ways to communicate, browse,
and understand a specific process that we want to teach, at differ-
ent levels of granularity and using different media. Overall, all these
works share the common goal of enriching history data with another
layer of information to give it more meaning, either for navigational
purposes by helping users focus on important parts of the history or
for a better understanding of the timeline.

Reconstructing context to enhance recall has been explored by fo-
cusing on the users’ activities while performing a task on the ob-
ject of interest. This often requires referring to histories from other
applications or tools that should be accessed together, or observing
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Figure 8: Time Casting [69] links multiple applications by exchanging time
information.

the history of interactions at a higher level to understand the con-
text of past actions, as explored by Nancel and Cockburn [59] with
their Causality Model of Interaction History. The Switch! system [51]
that I mentioned before supports users switching between different
applications by remembering the context of the transitions between
apps. This history-supported system observes interactions across the
entire system and combines them with those performed on the ob-
ject of interest to support the main activity. In line with this idea,
Hailpern’s et al. [31] YouPivot (Figure 7) helps users recall past activ-
ities by introducing contextual search. Time marks log user actions in
any application within a specific time frame, which helps with con-
textual recall by associating their main activity with unrelated events,
e.g. if the user remembers playing a specific song while modifying a
document.

Waldner’s et al. [84] WindowTrails also explores enriching histo-
ries with interactions from outside the application of interest. Ac-
knowledging the fact that knowledge workers go back and forth be-
tween multiple application to seek, read, extract and compile infor-
mation, it connects browsing histories and operation histories from
individual applications to support information re-discovery, a cum-
bersome activity for this group of users. The CAAD system [68] we
saw earlier takes a slightly different approach to regroup previously
accessed documents into contextual structures, with a history sys-
tem that is application-independent. The FileBiography system by
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Figure 9: Leavo’s activity overview [37].

Lindley et al. [49] also supports cross-application history but uses
a content-centered history that synthesizes activities performed on
and with a file (modification, sharing, annotations and comments).
By underlining relationships amongst history data, users can have a
better understanding of a file’s life cycle and its propagation among
individuals.

Several projects explored a more application-agnostic approach for
designing interactive systems that are based on timelines and tem-
porality in general. With Lifestreams [25], Freeman et al. show an
alternative to traditional file systems interfaces that gathers files into
a single interactive timeline. The goal is to enhance personal informa-
tion management by organizing files and past operations according to
their chronology. With the TimeScape system, Rekimoto [69] presents
an alternative to the current desktop environment in the form of a
timeline organizing every digital content created on the computer.
With TimeCasting (Figure 8), Rekimoto [69] builds on TimeScape and
lets the different applications used in the system share temporal in-
formation, thereby linking the user’s traces together. TimeCasting’s
design goal is to help users recall their history by associating the dif-
ferent activities they had at a given period.

In the same spirit, Jeuris et al. [37] developed the Leavo system
which they define as a "temporal activity-centric desktop interface" (Fig-
ure 9). It offers an alternative to the usual desktop environment by
organizing files and applications on a timeline depending on the ac-
tivities performed, or the tasks to do in the future. While it is not
only an interaction history system but also a planification system, it
is important to note that supporting knowledge work is also about
managing the different applications in the users’ environment and
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grouping them into workspaces dedicated to specific activities in or-
der to be more efficient.

In summary, to enhance past event recall with interaction histories,
the main answer from previous work has been to help users recon-
struct the mental context of past activities, whether it be with visual
helpers or collections of related events. These works show how histo-
ries from different places, applications and object are entangled with
each other. However, most of these studies have focused on specific
and closed environments [31, 84]. While they enhance sense-making
for specific activities, they are focused on the initial purpose of the
tool, which could undermine their benefits. Work environments are
flexible and composed of numerous artifacts [37, 48] but these in-
teraction history systems lack the flexibility to let users access new
histories within their current work environment or re-use these tools
for other activities. The works that inspired me the most are those
that explore this flexibility through cross-application sharing of inter-
action histories such as Rekimoto’s Time Machine Computing [69].
This aspect of interaction history tools design is the one that I want
to investigate in more depth.

2.2 instrumental interaction and interaction substrates

My interest in making interaction histories more flexible is not only
based on related work on interaction histories, but is also inspired
by research on instrumental interaction, interaction substrates and
malleable software. In this section I introduce these concepts which
are part of the core of my thesis.

In the early eighties, Xerox introduced the Star User Interface [81,
82] (Figure 10). Along with Shneiderman’s description of the prin-
ciples of direct manipulation [80], it introduced the now most com-
mon interaction model known as "Windows, Icons, Menus, Pointing"

(WIMP). WIMP-based user interfaces were initially designed for of-
fice workers, and introduced the desktop metaphor. While computers
today can allow more interactions styles and modalities, from gesture-
based interactions to tangible interaction, the dominant model for de-
signing user interfaces remains the WIMP model. Current interactive
systems are mainly organized as follows : our tools are applications,
they allow us to interact with digital objects with a predefined set of
commands, and the resulting object is often stored in a proprietary
format. The content is not distributed among applications, inducing
a lack of interoperability and confining the user to the commands
that are available in their application. Current interfaces lack flexibil-
ity as users cannot configure their tools to change their behavior as
they need it, the supported commands are rigid; they also lack ex-
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Figure 10: The Xerox Star User Interface [81, 82].

tensibility as users cannot create their own features or tools in their
environment, nor share them with or import them from other users.

In the physical world, our tools use and workspaces organization
is more fluid. We adapt our work environment to our current task,
and sometimes use physical objects as tools in unexpected ways. We
perceive different properties from objects, from their material, shape
or structure, to infer how to interact with them. James Gibson [28]
describes these possibilities as affordances. Affordances are the possi-
bilities perceived by a subject, offered by the properties of an object,
to act on its environment. This natural means of understanding one’s
environment possibilities is learned through the phenomenon of per-

ceptual learning described by Eleanor Gibson [27]. Perceiving these
affordances allows us to use physical tools to interact with our envi-
ronment, and these tools become an extension of our body. We often
use physical tools beyond their primary function [24], a phenomenon
described by Renom et al. [70] as re-purposing tools, for example
when someone uses a knife as a screwdriver because its material is
hard, the shape fits a screw, and that is all they could find in their
environment that fits these properties. This phenomenon is observed
and described by Osuriak et al. [63–65] as technical reasoning, the capa-
bilities humans have to focus on abstract laws based on the properties
of objects rather than on their primary purpose, and how these prop-
erties would act on their environment.

Based on these premises, and to think beyond WIMP interfaces and
applications-based systems, Beaudouin-Lafon [10, 11] introduces the
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Figure 11: A rich substrate composed of different substrates, each with their
own affordances, and associated instruments to operate on these
substrates [10, 11].

model of interaction substrates and instruments. This model is based
on the concepts of interaction substrates, which structure digital in-
formation, and instruments, which interact with these substrates. The
goal of this model is to design interfaces that suit the capabilities of
humans to understand and appropriate their environment. It aims
to help design more flexible and extensible systems than the current
WIMP paradigm.

An interaction substrate represents a digital object’s affordances, it
defines the constraints and properties of digital information. A sin-
gle digital object can be composed of different substrates, represent-
ing different layers of information, each with their own affordances
and with persistent relationships between one another. These collec-
tions of substrates represent a rich digital material to be interacted
with (Figure 11). To operate on interaction substrates, Beaudouin-
Lafon et al. [9, 13] introduce the principles of instrumental interac-
tion. These principles describe an instrument as a first class object
reifying one or several commands. These commands are polymor-
phic, i.e. they can operate on different types of objects, and their input
and output can be accessed and reused later. Ultimately, instruments
are interaction substrates that have the capabilities of acting on other
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Figure 12: Passages [33] are reified text selections that can be manipulated,
reused and shared across applications.

substrates. A digital environment composed of interaction substrates
and instruments then provides more flexible interfaces to users, al-
lowing them to reflect on which tools can interact with which object,
depending on their goals, their preferences and the affordances they
perceive.

This approach has already been explored to design new interactive
systems. With Paper Substrates, Garcia et al. [26] design interactive
paper components of different sizes that contains or control different
typed data representations, here for musical compositions. These pa-
per substrates allow users to link multiple representation layers of
their data as modular and reusable paper artifacts to explore musical
composition. Mixing interaction substrates and game design, Gustafs-
son et al. [30] introduce Narrative Substrates, using the principle of
reification from instrumental interaction [9, 13] to represent players’
traces as persistent and interactive gameplay elements and create
unique content. In the context of text documents, Han et al. [32] de-
signed Textlets, which reify text selection into persisting objects. Each
Textlet has an attached behavior such as counting words, managing
alternatives or matching occurences of a search string. The goal is
to help manage highly constrained text documents such as contracts
and patents. With Passages [33], Han et al. also reify text selection as
a first class object that can be manipulated, reused and shared across
different applications (Figure 12), each time attaching a behavior de-
pending on the applications’ features. Passages allows to analyze and
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Figure 13: The Vistrates’ architecture [6].

compile text selections from different documents and supports knowl-
edge workers in transitioning among applications and activities using
these text selection substrates.

With their work on Webstrates [43], Klokmose et al. build upon
Kay’s [40] notion of personal dynamic media and introduce the Web-
strates system, a prototype of shareable dynamic media. A webstrate
is a web document object model (DOM) substrate. The system uses
web technologies to provide an environment that satisfies key con-
cepts that echo the concepts of flexibility and extensibililty that we
saw above with substrates and instruments. Shareable dynamic me-
dia is defined by Klokmose et al. as being "malleable": users can ap-
propriate their tools and documents in personal and idiosyncratic
ways; "shareable": users can collaborate seamlessly on multiple types
of data within a document, using their own personalized views and
tools; and "distributable": tools and documents can move easily across
different devices and platforms. A webstrate is a shared collabora-
tive object, and the changes brought to the DOM of a web page are
propagated to the other clients of this page in real time. It also shares
embedded code, allowing users to collaboratively tweak the applica-
tion software behaviour. A webstrate can transclude other webstrates,
allowing to customize users environment by importing new tools
freely into it, blurring the lines between documents and applications.
The goal of the Webstrates system is to be the basis for proposing
more malleable software, and systems such as Codestrates [18] or
Varv [17] demonstrate how to make it easier to develop for this kind
of software. Other works have shown how Webstrates and this idea
of malleable software are relevant in various use case. Among them,
Videostrates [44] is a toolkit for creating real-time collaborative video
editing tools. It explores fully programmable interfaces for video edit-
ing with examples such as real-time programming of blue screen spe-
cial effects, and collaborative and synchronous video editing on dif-
ferent devices and tools. With Vistrates (Figure 13), Badam et al. [6]
propose a component-based approach to data visualization. Vistrates
allows to develop shared and distributed components that can be col-
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laboratively modified and interacted with. The Vistrates environment
includes a collaborative data pipeline in which Vistrates components
can be simply plugged in to generate the desired visualization.

These theoretical works and their applications show the benefits
of thinking beyond the boxes imposed by the domination of appli-
cations in our current interactive systems. In the physical world, we
adapt our environment to our needs, depending on what we per-
ceive is possible with the objects surrounding us, but this is hardly
supported by our digital environments. With the interaction model of
interaction substrates and instruments, and with the concept of mal-
leable software, we can see that supporting such flexibility in inter-
faces is possible, as demonstrated by various use cases. For example,
Passages [33] shows how to treat text as a substrate shared between
applications, and Videostrates [44] shows how to interact on the same
substrate with different instruments.

Interaction history tools suffer from locking history data in their
own data silos, and users are not able to manipulate it with other
tools, share it across applications and compile it together to make
sense of it more easily. This is why I think that these concepts are
important : to design better history tools that support users needs,
we need to free history data from their applications and provide a
flexible environment that lets users manipulate it with different in-
struments according to their goals. My research direction is therefore
as follows: I first need to define a set of constraints and properties that
define history data in general, i.e. an interaction history substrate, and
then identify the specific needs users have to interact with it. Based
on this, I can then design, implement and evaluate new history in-
struments.





3
U N D E R S TA N D I N G I N T E R A C T I O N H I S T O RY U S E

In the previous chapter, the literature I reviewed showed that inter-
action history is not only about logging and analyzing one’s past
actions, but also giving material to the user to navigate through the
timeline of digital contents. I showed that previous studies under-
lined both the importance of interaction histories in navigating throu-
gh past actions on digital content and the lack of support to better
understand the context of these past actions. Indeed, previous stud-
ies showed the importance of enriching timelines and history tools in
general with meaningful contextual cues and providing the user with
better means to understand the past.

In this chapter, my goal is to ground this understanding of history
data manipulation in collaborative settings. Supported by the litera-
ture, I show why collaboration is a good case to study interaction
history tools and the importance of enriching histories when sharing
past actions with collaborators is needed. The goal is to describe how
users are actively using traces in a specified collaborative use case. I
want to understand to what extent their current tools allow them to
collaborate around traces when they need to, and if the lack of flex-
ibility I described in the previous chapter hinders their collaborative
practices.

Considering related works from the literature and my own experi-
ence, I chose to study the case of collaborative writing. After describ-
ing the collaborative writing traces ecology, I detail how I conducted
interviews and shared questionnaires with knowledge workers in or-
der to gain insights to complement the current state of the art. I an-
alyzed the gathered data using a mix of qualitative and quantitative
analysis. I conclude and discuss the results that lead to the need for
cross-application histories.

25
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3.1 setting the scene : why collaborative writing?

In order to ground my understanding of user’s behaviour and issues
regarding history data usage, I focused my work on collaborative
document editing. More precisely, I want to understand how people
work with traces in order to coordinate their work during collabora-
tive writing activities.

3.1.1 Coordination

Coordination is defined by Malone and Crowstone [56] as “manag-

ing dependencies between activities”. As explained by the authors, this
definition is inclusive in the way it could be used to describe coor-
dination between any kind of systems, whether it be computational,
biological, or human. In our case, focused on individuals, coordina-
tion can be understood as the means and strategies put in place to
manage cooperation, collaboration and competition between collab-
orators for joint activities to run smoothly. What it means is that in
collaborative settings, the ability to synchronize every actor on each
of the various timelines generated by the tools they use is vital for
collaborating efficiently.

This mechanism is demonstrated by Avdic et al. [5] with their two
studies on collaborative writing and smart homes. They underline
the importance of sharing knowledge of past actions for coordina-
tion. They explain that being able to trace past actions between users
and digital or physical artifacts enables individuals to develop joint
practices around these commonly owned and used artifacts by under-
standing how others interact with them. In other words, improving
users’ access to interaction history in collaborative settings tends to
improve coordination.

This effect of aligning knowledge of past actions between collabora-
tors on coordination is also shown by Hawkins et al. [34]. In a study
on improving visual communication, they show that sharing traces
of past visual communication between individuals makes them de-
velop this shared knowledge and communicate better. In FileBiogra-
phy [49], Lindley et al. describe a way to share knowledge about the
propagation history of some content by enriching the shared content
with different history elements such as the sharing, modification or
annotation history. More than just a token to tell stories about content
propagation, Lindley et al. show that a file biography also acts as a
shared artifact between individuals, encouraging them to reflect on it
as a social group. For the authors, history here acts as a tool for re-
flecting, learning, and collaborating among individuals from a given
social group.
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3.1.2 Territoriality

Coordinating is also a matter of understanding the role of each other,
and respecting their spaces in order to better organize or avoid con-
flict. Individuals need to understand their role in a collaborative proje-
ct, so that they can feel that they have some control over a part of the
digital content, and in some cases some privacy too [47]. This echoes
the concept of territorial functioning described by Taylor [83]: "Terri-

torial functioning encompasses a class of environment-behavior transactions

concerned with issues of personal and group identity, cohesiveness, control,

access, and ecological management". According to Taylor, territorial func-
tioning is a group-based human behavior that aims at enhancing re-
lationships by distributing among individuals the space that they can
have control over, in order to better collaborate. This sense of territory,
also called “Territoriality” by Bakker and Bakker-Rabdau [7], is not
only limited to physical space, but also includes personal thoughts
and attachment to tasks or roles. As such, they define an individual
territory as "those areas in which he has special expertise, shows initiative,

takes responsibility, where he has control" [7].

Several works underline the importance of understanding how ter-
ritorial functioning influences collaboration in collaborative writing
settings, especially Larsen et al. [46, 47] who discuss how it can help
design better tools to support coordination. Olson et al. [62] and
Wang et al. [85, 86] also studied this effect in collaborative writing
settings. Not only did they show that even with synchronous tools
people do not really collaborate in the same space of the shared digi-
tal content given their roles in the team, but also that using traces they
can better organize and coordinate as a group. With Docuviz [85],
Wang et al. enrich the document’s modification history by provid-
ing a visual representation of the changes within specific periods of
time that inform users about collaborative patterns on a shared doc-
ument. This helps them organize their work around history data by
reviewing their past activities over time and re-discussing roles and
territories and thus their collaborative process.

3.1.3 Ecologies

Territoriality is a well-known phenomenon and a de facto behaviour
allowing individuals to better coordinate on common digital objects
such as text documents. But other works such as Bergman’s study
on personal information management [15] showed that individuals
tend to distribute their activity, supposedly occurring on one object,
across different applications, storing and accessing data in different
formats, from different places in their digital environment. That fact
is later underlined by Ledet et al. in their work on territoriality [45,
47], describing the collaborative writing process as fragmented, in
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Figure 14: Overview of artifact ecologies in collaborative writing. Figure
from [48].

terms of spaces in the text document, but also among the different
tools and devices of each individual.

This observation echoes the concept of ecologies, or artifact ecolo-
gies. Gibson [28] uses the term “ecology” to describe how our physical
environment impacts our individual visual perception. Based on Gib-
son’s work, Jung et al. [38] define a personal artifact ecology as “a

set of all physical artifacts with some level of interactivity enabled by digital

technology that a person owns, has access to, and uses”. This definition
clarifies the fragmentation of human activity in digital environments
through the multiplicity of accessible devices, and is appropriated by
works such as Bødker and Klokmose’s [16] investigation of how in-
dividuals use technology ensembles. Rossitto et al. [72] extend this
investigation on collaborative uses and do not limit the personal ar-
tifact ecology to only physical devices, but also to software applica-
tions. The authors draw the attention to the fact that the interconnec-
tion between the different artifact ecologies from the different actors
collaborating on a common object have an impact on how they or-
chestrate collaborative work and how they coordinate their use of
their different tools and devices.

By doing so they introduce the concept of “aligned artifact ecologies”,
later reused by Larsen et al. [48] when investigating collaborative writ-
ing artifact ecologies (Figure 14). They state that “in collaborative writ-

ing, the potential artifact ecology is the sum of co-writers’ personal artifact

ecologies, from which they negotiate an aligned artifact ecology consisting of

the tools and applications to be used in the work”. Taylor [83] and Bakker
and Bakker-Rabdau [7] defined territorial functioning, and how peo-
ple manage territories on common objects [47], and Larsen et al. [48]
definition of an aligned artifact ecology shows how people manage
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territories in environment composed of multiple artifacts. But collab-
orative work is not limited to artifacts and tools accessible by every-
one. For example, Nouwens et al. [61] identify that this concept of
ecologies also impacts the use of communications apps. Depending
on which individuals, and for what purpose they are communicat-
ing with each other, users will prefer using a specific communication
system, or channel.

To conclude, even when centered on a common object, traces of
collaborative activities will be left in different places in the available
artifact ecologies of the collaborators, making it hard to keep track
of their common timeline [5]. Coordination in that setting needs to
be supported by cross-application history tools and instruments and
by sharing interaction history data across applications [69], which is
rarely supported due to the lack of flexibility for interaction history
designs.

3.1.4 The Collaborative Writing Traces Ecology

When collaborating around a common object, users establish coor-
dination strategies such as territoriality to organize their work. This
behaviour is widely observed in collaborative writing activities [47,
86]. Based on Jung’s et al. [38] observation of how artifact ecologies
play a huge role in collaborative activities [48, 72] and how accessing
traces left in these ecologies may be vital for collaborative work to
run smoothly [5, 85], I chose to investigate how people coordinate in
collaborative writing activities using traces of their activity.

Collaborative writing environments offer great diversity in terms of
the historical data they generate. Users have to deal with both their
personal artifact ecology and an aligned artifact ecology based on
their collaborative process as a team. To describe this phenomenon,
I introduce a framework for collaborative writing applications and
traces ecologies (Figure 15) based on the work of Larsen et al. [48]
and their description of the collaborative writing artifact ecologies.

With this framework, I make several statements. First, the aligned
application ecology does not only involve an aligned collaborative
editing tool with integrated facilities, such as Google Docs1 or Over-

leaf 2, but also communication tools such as email and Slack3, shared
storage tools such as Dropbox4, and versioning systems such as git5. It
is complemented by the personal set of tools used by each participant

1 https://docs.google.com

2 https://www.overleaf.com

3 https://slack.com

4 https://dropbox.com

5 https://git-scm.com, https://github.com

https://docs.google.com
https://www.overleaf.com
https://slack.com
https://dropbox.com
https://git-scm.com
https://github.com
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Figure 15: Collaborative writing applications (top half) and traces (bottom
half) ecologies. In the top part, the rectangles represent the main
categories of tools used during collaborative writing activities. In
the bottom part, the rectangles represent the main categories of
places where traces about a collaborative document appear and
contain typical physical or digital objects holding the traces. The
ovals represent traces that belong to the two adjacent categories.

based on their preferences and habits, such as personal storage tools
and personal editing tools. Second, traces are left in each of these
tools and applications, whether they are integrated into the editing
environment, such as modification history and annotations, or not,
such as shared documents related to the activity and versions in a ver-
sion control system. The traces ecology also includes personal traces
left by each participant’s personal set of tools, and traces of commu-
nications among team members. Finally, the different categories of
places may overlap. For example, annotations in a document may be
part of the traces of a discussion, and communications could be used
as part of one’s personal space, for example sending notes to oneself
by email. This means that the place where a trace is left does not
always correspond to the meaning it conveys.

This framework serves as a focus for the study described in the
next section. It is used to better understand user breakdowns when
interacting with history tools in collaborative writing environments.
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Figure 16: Two examples of drawings created by interviewees, from P2 (left)
and P3 (right).

3.2 study 1 : interviews with knowledge workers

Based on the framework I depicted in figure 15, and the literature
about traces usage in collaboration, the study I describe next ad-
dresses the following two research questions:

rq1 How do people use histories to coordinate and keep track of the
timeline in a collaborative project?

rq2 What are users’ actual issues regarding history usage in a col-
laborative setting?

3.2.1 Method

To answer RQ1 and RQ2 in this first study, I used a mixed approach.
I conducted story interviews [52] with 12 participants that I analyzed
using thematic analysis [19, 21].

participants . I recruited 12 participants for the interviews: 8

men, 4 women; 6 aged 18-30, 2 aged 30-40, and 4 aged 40-50. 6 partici-
pants were from academia (one HCI Ph.D. student, one biology Ph.D.
student, one medical physics Ph.D. student, two biology research en-
gineers, and one biology associate professor) and 6 from industry
(two IT engineers/technical managers, two IT project managers, one
scientific writer, and one lead UX designer).

procedure . I asked participants to tell me the story of the last
document they edited collaboratively. I made them go through their
whole process, focusing on history data usage when necessary. As the
interviews took place during the COVID-19 pandemic, they were con-
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(a) (b)

Figure 17: Two iterations on the thematic analysis using a Miro board. (a)
is an early stage where we started coding and grouping codes
and quotes; (b) is a later stage where we started grouping and
defining themes.

ducted remotely, through video conferencing. The interviews were
audio- and screen-recorded and transcribed for analysis. The set-up
being unconventional and to avoid the discomfort related to the situ-
ation, I asked them to bring a quick and dirty drawing representing
their writing process (figure 16). It helped me have a physical artifact
to refer to when the discussion was losing fluidity, but also for them
to reflect on their past actions.

analysis method. I conducted a thematic analysis [19, 21] to
analyze the interviews with the help of Miguel Renom, a fellow re-
searcher. We worked together to identify recurring themes, first iterat-
ing on top of each other’s categorization, and then working together
to merge close themes and discuss disagreements. As this process was
remote too, we used the web application Miro6 to help us brainstorm
and organize codes and themes (figure 17).

3.2.2 Results : Thematic Analysis

The thematic analysis led to five main themes, divided into two cate-
gories according to the two research questions. Table 1 is an overview
of these themes, further described in this section.

The first category is about participants’ collaborative practices to-
wards traces and their strategies for using them to coordinate with
other team members (RQ1). Interviews showed that users re-docume-
nt traces to regroup them and facilitate coordination (Theme 1/T1),
and that they set up conventions to better differentiate and under-
stand traces (T2). These two themes express two different ways of ma-

6 https://miro.com/

https://miro.com/
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Category Theme Key Elements

Practices
(RQ1)

T1: Users re-document traces to 
group them and facilitate 
coordination

Users group traces to avoid bloated histories
Users group traces to share progress status
Users gather information from different histories

T2:  Users put personal or 
collaborative norms in place to 
better differentiate and 
understand traces

Making important traces stand out
Emphasizing the meaning or context of past actions
Customizing traces to browse them more easily

Issues
(RQ2)

T3: History data are left in too 
many places around the object of 
the collaboration

Traces are left in both personal and aligned ecologies
Different roles, different tools, and no shared history
Various communication tools and no joint code of conduct

T4: Too much historical data is 
generated during collaborative 
activities

Large number of operations, large amount of traces
Traces duplication due to a complicated access
No control over the histories’ granularity

T5: Important historical data get 
lost over time

Traces lost due to tools erasing them
Traces’ meaning is lost over time due to users’ memory

Table 1: Overview of the five identified themes.

nipulating traces and are each a way to better understand interaction
history and better coordinate on a shared document. The strategies
put in place to differentiate and better identify important or related
traces can also be used to regroup traces according to these differen-
tiating attributes.

The second category is about the main issues that participants face
when accessing history data, sharing it with others, or simply using
it, and which prevent them from progressing effectively as a team on
their collaborative project (RQ2). In this second category, I identified
three themes. First, history data are left in too many places around
the object of the collaboration (T3), and traces are left in a scattered
traces ecology amongst individuals collaborating together, making it
hard to keep track of the progress and synchronize timelines. Then,
I also identified that even within a single history, too much history
data is generated during collaborative activities (T4), especially dur-
ing intensive periods of collaboration. This amount of generated data
is often not controlled by the user and justifies the practices I iden-
tified in the first category aiming at summarizing histories as a new
simplified artifact. The last issue I identified is that important history
data get lost over time (T5), whether because of the lack of persis-
tence of data itself, or because their meaning or the context of the
trace creation did not persist.

3.2.2.1 Theme 1 : Users re-document traces to group them and facilitate

coordination

The meaning of the word re-documentation here is borrowed from
Yahiaoui et al., and means to “appropriate the content, shape or scope
of existing documents according to a personal vision” (translated into
English from [90]). In our case, it applies to traces rather than only
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documents, and their reshaping into a new artifact that may be per-
sonal but also shared among individuals.

Traces re-documentation can take different forms. It can be a group-
ing of traces in order to summarize the progress made between two
different milestones of a project and make it understandable. For ex-
ample, P2 says she compiles every annotation made on the shared
document, sent by e-mail or simply said out loud during a face-to-
face discussion, and writes an email to her collaborators before a
meeting so that everyone is on the same page. With the same idea,
P3 collects important modifications made to the shared document be-
fore a milestone so that it summarizes important progress and avoids
the “bloat” due to minor modifications not worth discussing. He then
uses this compilation to set-up an agenda for the next meeting.

These groupings can also take the form of specific storage places
for important and related traces. For example, P10 explains that her
team has a specific shared folder for storing the version of the shared
document each time they cross a new milestone. As a more personal
strategy, P12 says that she sends herself emails every time she wants
to add an item in her “to-do” list. By doing so, she can regroup this
information in a single application.

3.2.2.2 Theme 2 : Users put personal or collaborative norms in place to

better differentiate and understand traces

Interaction history data logged by the same source application does
not always have the same importance or the same meaning. To better
understand traces left by other individuals in that case, standards
must be set in order to easily identify what’s behind a past action.

The nature of a trace could easily be identified through the role of
the individual who left it. Team members often have different roles,
leading to different traces left on the project, and different interests
in accessing history. For example, P2 said that she is the only one
modifying the shared document, while the other members only leave
or send her comments and suggestions. What it means for her is that
when she receives a new version of the document, she knows it is not
a modified version but only an annotated one.

But sometimes, there is a need for more elements to understand
the meaning of a trace. For example, two changes in the document
may not actually both be modifications of its content. One could be
a question directly typed in the document from one team member to
another and logged by the application as a modification. For example,
P3 explains that many of his team members do not use the annotation
tool integrated in their text editor. Instead, they add their comments
directly in the text and change the comments’ color based on the
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importance of the annotation. But even using dedicated tools does not
prevent users from needing such additional information. P9 explains
that to distinguish an urgent modification from a minor one, his team
adds labels at the beginning of the annotation. To specify the content
of a trace, an overused but often necessary strategy is also to have
naming conventions for shared documents, versions, or even emails.
It makes it simpler to find a specific trace in the mass of information
when, as P12 explains, it is easier to find a trace with keywords rather
than with the time period with which it is associated.

3.2.2.3 Theme 3 : History data are left in too many places around the object

of the collaboration

The issues identified within this theme are strongly related to the ob-
servations we made in the first theme (T1) about how people like to
re-document traces, and the fact that traces in a collaborative writing
setting are scattered inside the collaborative writing artifact ecology
I described earlier. Regarding the example of P2, she has to collect
annotations from different places such as emails, LaTeX files and an-
notated PDFs to compile them and it takes her time, but also mental
effort to make sure she does not miss any trace.

Within the same team, people can also use different tools to edit
the same document, to annotate it or to share files. The multiplica-
tion of histories containing traces can make it difficult to synchronize
and integrate timelines. For re-documentation purposes and even just
for browsing information, it makes it hard to find all the relevant in-
formation that users want to compile. For example, P9 uses one tool
to edit the collaborative document (Microsoft SharePoint), and an-
other one to annotate it (Ideagen PleaseReview). The reason is that
the members of her team do not have the same role and responsibili-
ties, and in that case, not the same access to specific tools. This setting
makes some traces invisible depending on the tool used and the users
have to know that a piece of history exists to find it.

The number of different communication channels also plays an im-
portant role in the difficulties users face when coordinating. Commu-
nication among team members uses various channels such as email,
instant messaging or even in-document conversations, making it hard-
er to find what has been said about a specific issue. For example, P12

explains that she may “know [that] a file has been shared” but there
are numerous communication channels and no “joint code of conduct”

about what to share and where. It results in a loss of time spent look-
ing for that piece of information in her past communications.
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3.2.2.4 Theme 4 : Too much history data is generated during collaborative

activities

Large numbers of operations on a collaborative object or the number
of communications generate large amounts of history data, and it
quickly becomes cumbersome to navigate through it. People also tend
to duplicate some traces such as document versions or e-mails to
consolidate them or to have a different way to access them, adding to
the volume of the traces and creating redundancies. For example, P6

sends himself versions via email in addition to his shared versioning
system and his local files, to access it more easily in case he loses
access to his computer or his shared storage. Another example is P1

who is afraid of losing important traces and does not trust her shared
tools to save them, and thus makes periodic local backups of the
shared document.

Overall, current tools do not let users control the granularity of
historical data and do not support clustering or summarizing over a
given time period. These operations are often performed manually by
the users, who spend a large amount of time doing so, as highlighted
in the first theme (T1).

3.2.2.5 Theme 5 : Important history data get lost over time

History data can simply start disappearing or lose meaning, like
traces that fade with time. This often leads to confusion, misunder-
standings and to a heavy reliance on the user’s memory. Some tools
do not ensure persistence for data such as annotations. For example,
P3 lost annotations after merging two different versions of the same
document, and he had to go through the previous versions of the
document to find and re-annotate the document himself with miss-
ing information. But at some point he missed an annotation asking
for a major change in the document, and the associated task was not
completed for weeks because of that. Some tools can also be mis-
leading in the way they integrate annotations. P7 says he lost some
comments on the document after indicating that the issue had been
addressed. He could not access the history of annotations even if he
wanted to because it was not built into his tool.

However, losing the meaning of data over time is mainly due to
the lack of tools to help users recall the context when the data was
created or the motivation behind the user’s actions. For example, P7

often cannot remember why he left annotations which meaning is not
clear anymore.
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3.3 additional insights with questionnaires

From the interviews, we’ve seen that participants improve collabo-
ration by adopting coordination strategies requiring users to share
relevant historical data. This raises the question of what tools and
historical data people are willing to share in the context of collabora-
tive text editing.

Interview participants also reported browsing historical data from
different sources to make sense of a project’s timeline. However, these
sources are not always compatible with each other. Sharing historical
data with other team members may also mean sharing data that the
other team members do not currently have access to. This raises ques-
tions about the relevance of cross-application history systems and
tools.

Hence to complement my results, I chose to distribute a question-
naire to a new set of participants.

3.3.1 Method

participants . The questionnaire was distributed to 27 partici-
pants through research laboratories and HCI community mailing lists.
I collected n=27 responses from knowledge workers, mainly from the
French HCI community: 14 men and 13 women; 18 aged 18-30, 4 aged
30-40, 2 aged 40-50, and 3 aged 50+. The questionnaire was adminis-
tered online through the Framaforms open-source surveying tool7.

procedure . The questionnaire was composed of five-point Likert
items with questions where respondents evaluated their privacy con-
cerns towards sharing their historical data with relevant members of
their team and their need for a cross-application history system.

The first part of this questionnaire asked users about their collab-
orative writing habits. It makes sure they fit the profile of knowl-
edge workers often involved in collaborative activities. This section
included questions such as:

• What was the most recent collaborative writing project you par-
ticipated in?

• What tools did you use to perform this collaborative work?

• What means of communication did you use to exchange with
the different stakeholders of the project?

In the second part of the questionnaire, respondents evaluated their
privacy concerns towards sharing their history data with relevant

7 https://framaforms.org/

https://framaforms.org/
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Figure 18: Willingness to share tools and histories (n=27).

members of their team, and their need for a cross-application history
system8. This section included assessments such as:

• It would have been necessary for my current tools:

– To be able to synthesize the progress of my team on a
project at key moments.

– To be able to visualize all activity traces in a single space
to be able to navigate through them.

• During a collaborative writing project:

– I am willing to share in real-time data such as my modifi-
cation history or my comments on a shared document.

– I am willing to share personal material such as my written
notes, or my summaries of meetings about the project.

analysis method. Questionnaire responses were collected thro-
ugh the web-based form into a data table. I analyzed the question-
naire data with summary statistics for each question.

3.3.2 Results

3.3.2.1 Willingness to share tools and histories.

Regarding the assessments about privacy concerns, I asked respon-
dents about their willingness to share specific tools or data, includ-
ing shared editing tools and their history, shared digital storage, and
shared communication history. I also asked about their willingness to
share their personal traces about the project, such as personal notes.
Figure 18 shows the scores for each of these items.

8 The questionnaires are available in Appendix A.1.
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Figure 19: Interest in cross-application history tools (n=27).

Results show that most respondents are willing to use shared and
synchronized editing tools (85%; 23/27) and to share a common space
to store all their common work (92%; 25/27). To complement their
shared editing tools, they are also willing to use the associated fa-
cilities to share historical data (81%; 22/27). 74% of the respondents
(20/27) are also willing to share the history of their communications
about a common project, and more than half (59%; 16/27) are willing
to share their personal notes.

While high, these scores are not unanimous, therefore users should
remain in control over what data is shared or not, especially po-
tentially sensitive information such as communications and personal
notes. Sharing should require user consent so that users can choose
what information to share, and who to share it with.

3.3.2.2 Interest in cross-application history tools.

As stated before, considering the need for users to regroup histories
from different places and thus create new history artifacts to be better
understood by their whole team, I wanted to probe users’ interests
in cross-application history tools before drawing further conclusions.
Figure 19 shows each item’s scores.

A majority of respondents (55%; 15/27) are interested in the possi-
bility of synthesizing a global project’s history around specific mile-
stones. Most respondents expressed their interest in unifying their
communication histories (85%; 23/27) and in linking their communi-
cation histories with shared content (81%; 22/27) for cross-referencing.
Furthermore, 81% (22/27) expressed their interest in unifying all his-
tories they have access to during their project, and 66% (18/27) in
linking their personal histories with shared content and shared histo-
ries for cross-referencing.
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3.4 conclusion and discussion

In this chapter, I chose to investigate collaborative writing as a typical
case of collaboration in order to shed light on the use of history as
a critical component of coordination. I supported these claims with
related work from the literature, and introduced the concept of collab-
orative writing traces ecologies. In order to better understand users’
practices (RQ1) and issues (RQ2) towards trace usage in collaboration,
I conducted story interviews which I analyzed through a thematic
analysis, and complemented by a 5-point Likert-scale items question-
naire.

Regarding users’ practices around history usage (RQ1), I found that
many strategies take place outside the scope of their history tools.
Users want to re-document traces, to create new artifacts from their in-
teraction histories (T1), to make it more understandable for them and
their team. In complex traces ecologies, traces of the collaboration are
left in numerous histories. Re-documenting requires browsing across
different histories, merging and extracting relevant information and
compiling it as new content, in a new text document or email. The
goal for users is to have comprehensive support to understand and
communicate a specific state of the object of the collaboration and
to organize, to coordinate around it. But current history tools are de-
signed to monitor specific parts of a project’s history, and the lack of
interconnection with other tools’ histories hinders the users’ ability
to use history data effectively. On top of the problems of regrouping
traces together is the matter of differentiating traces from one another
(T2). Within the same histories users may need to indicate that a trace
is more important than another one, or to emphasize the meaning
behind a trace, or to add contextual cues to better understand it. To
do so and since their tools do not allow them to add this information
to the history, they develop techniques to customize traces such as
color coding or name coding. Overall, these findings tell us that his-
tory data are not only defined by simple information items such as
source, authorship or time, but also by the intention behind the user’s
actions and the motivations behind an event that occurred. In the end,
and with the two main interactions with traces that I identified, it re-
quires a lot of additional work from the users. It is not sustainable
in the long term, and ultimately leads to coordination issues because
current tools often do not support such appropriation of history data.

I identified three main issues about trace usage hindering coordina-
tion (RQ2). I found that the number of applications and thus the histo-
ries that users have to deal with to understand their team’s progress
on a common project is detrimental to their work efficiency and coor-
dination (T3). Users have to navigate data in numerous places, which
requires more work to identify relevant history data and risks leaving
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one behind and reducing collaboration efficiency. To find data more
easily, users even have to sometimes replicate history data to save
it elsewhere and avoid being drowned in a deluge of data caused by
intense collaboration. The impossibility for users to control the granu-
larity of logged interactions also makes them shape traces as markers
of the project’s progress to refer to and understand relevant time pe-
riods of the collaboration. But in doing so, they may just add to the
amount of data to deal with, and the number of places where data are
stored (T4). Finally, history data are not just timestamped data, they
also convey meaning. To understand a past action, one has to un-
derstand the context of its creation, the intention behind the action,
and the relationship between it and the other actions performed in
the past. This underlying information is often not consolidated and
made persistent by history tools’ features and therefore is likely to
fade with time (T5).

Related works on shareable histories already showed the benefits of
regrouping interaction histories to tell a story and better understand
past actions [49, 69]. In my personal statement about how traces ecolo-
gies play a huge role on users ability to coordinate, I pointed out the
difficulties of supporting this kind of shareable histories in the current
collaborative environment where history data are scattered amongst
rich and complex ecologies. The empirical findings from this first
study tend to show that, while needed by users to support their col-
laborative practices, cross-application history manipulation is widely
unsupported by current tools. It remains a demanding and cumber-
some activity they need to perform. Based on these insights, I was
able to gather knowledge workers’ wishes and concerns in sharing
relevant traces amongst team members. They all showed interest in
such ways to improve interaction histories. Because this lack of flexi-
bility from current interaction history tools hinders coordination and
users’ global timeline awareness and understanding, I want to intro-
duce a new approach for designing interaction history systems, tools,
and objects.





4
T O WA R D S C R O S S - A P P L I C AT I O N I N T E R A C T I O N
H I S T O RY S Y S T E M S

In the previous chapter, I reported on an empirical study that stud-
ied knowledge workers’ habits toward interaction history usage in
collaborative writing activities. It showed that looking at a single his-
tory does not help users understand the timeline of events, especially
when multiple artifact ecologies are involved. Users need historical
data to be consolidated across applications and shareable with other
team members. The results of this first study, combined with insights
from the literature, leads me to conclude that history data should be
shared across applications. Users should also be able to manipulate
them beyond the scope of said applications.

In order to fully support users’ practices, historical data and collec-
tions should be independent from the sources that generated them.
My solution is to reify [9, 13] historical data into first-class objects
that users can readily manipulate with appropriate tools. By separat-
ing historical data from the applications that generated them, I want
to enable any application to access the global history and to make it
possible to design new, specialized history tools.

In this chapter, to support such flexibility in designing interaction
history systems, I describe the first iteration of a unified history data
structure which I called a “Step”. Through Steps, I define the com-
mon attributes shared by interaction history data, to be later accessed
by users and their instruments to manipulate their history. Then, I de-
scribe OneTrace, a proof-of-concept cross-application history system
for managing Steps. I show how I implement a first version of this
system, and how applications and instruments in this environment
log and interact with Steps.

43
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Figure 20: The three main components of a Step: Information (1), Affiliation
(2) and Relation (3).

4.1 steps : a unified data structure for interaction his-
tories

Previously, I argued that users need history data to be shared across
applications and with other members of their team when relevant. To
this end, we need a way to unify interaction history data by specifying
common attributes that identify it. This will lead to the definition of
a unified data structure that describes any type of trace and can be
used by any available interaction history tool. First, this structure will
lower the constraints for users to share history data amongst team
members by not having to care about compatibility issues. It will
also provide users with freedom in their choice of how they want to
manipulate their history data, and with which instruments. Finally, it
will give more freedom to designers to focus on how users interact
with history data and provide them with meaningful tools, rather
than taking care of the constraints that prevent data sharing among
applications. Based on the results from the interview study, I want
this new approach to: support data shareability across users, thus
improving their coordination on common projects; support creating
relationships among history data across applications, thus enhancing
history recall and understanding; persist history data outside of their
source application; and provide ways to capture the context of past
actions.

In general, history is a succession of steps that have been taken
to reach the present state of the observed context. I therefore call
the common model encapsulating the structural data shared by all
history data a Step. I describe a Step as having three components
(Figure 20):
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information : It contains the “what”, that is the content of the ac-
tion performed by the user, such as a text modification, the inser-
tion of an image or the description of their action; the “where”,
that is the application and/or document in which the user ac-
tion was performed, the source that logged the action; and the
“why”, that is the motivation behind the user’s action.

This component lets history data stand alone, with the added
value of having information about its author’s intention. Note
that while the “what” and “where” can be usually provided au-
tomatically by the source application or document, the “why”

must typically be provided by the user. That fact implies de-
signing tools specifically to allow such customization of history
data, which is a need often highlighted in my thematic analysis.

affiliation : It contains the “who” and the “whom”, that is the user
who performed the action and which users the data should be
distributed to so they can access and manipulate it.

As we have seen, the notion of roles is really important in col-
laboration, and to understand traces. Thus, users should be able
to share their histories with the relevant collaborators and we
need to support this notion of roles in histories.

relation : It contains three relationships that tie together the Steps:

• Temporality describes the temporal ordering of Steps based
on the timestamp of each step (the "when"), resulting in a
single timeline of events.

• Causality describes causal relationships between Steps, for
example when one event occurred because of or in response
to another event. This makes it possible to consolidate the
context of past actions and to cluster history data into
meaningful groups.

• Priority describes the level of importance of a Step, letting
users focus, for example on higher-level tasks or on histori-
cal data at a higher level of granularity by using important
steps as milestones.

While Temporality can be determined by the system, I assume for
now that Causality and Priority have to be set by the user, with dedi-
cated tools to be designed. Supporting such relationships would help
design new interaction history tools by seeing beyond temporality
and support users in their understanding of the timeline of events, or
their re-documentation activities.

In summary, Steps are self-contained objects that can be used in-
dependently of their source application. Relationships can tie them
together in a variety of ways, not limited to the traditional timeline
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Figure 21: The OneTrace desktop features (1) an application dock, here with
a collaborative text editor, a mailbox, and a messenger, (2) a
workspace with two open applications and (3) the main timeline
where users can (3b) magnify the Steps.

or list of commands that are common in current applications. Steps
are also extensible: the aforementioned attributes that we identified
thanks to our first observations could be complemented with more
specialized attributes. Applications that manipulate Steps should sim-
ply leave untouched the attributes they do not recognize. Steps there-
fore provide a sound basis for creating cross-applications history sys-
tems.

4.2 the onetrace system : a cross-application interac-
tion history logging system

To manage Steps, I first wanted to implement a basic system that
would be the common foundation for the future interaction history
tools I want to design. As a proof-of-concept, I developed OneTrace, a
client-server system that is a shared cross-application interaction his-
tory logging system implementing my concept of Steps. To interact
with this system, I developed the OneTrace Desktop web-application.
This application simulates a collaborative desktop environment (Fig-
ure 21). I wanted it to be as generic as possible so I could integrate
new tools and instruments to manipulate interaction history data in
collaborative writing use cases. Any action performed by any user
on any application on the OneTrace Desktop is logged by the One-
Trace server by creating a new Step. The content and granularity
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of the logged interaction can be specific to the application, but all
Steps have the same structure as I described above. The OneTrace
system also shows limitations in that it does not fully implement syn-
chronous collaboration yet. But the setting allows for simulating such
conditions for potential user studies.

Since this is a proof-of-concept prototype, I limited the implementa-
tion to the minimum set of features needed to simulate a collaborative
setting. The user interface features three main parts. The first one is
an application dock at the top of the screen. Double clicking on an
application’s icon will open it in the second part of the environment
which I call the workspace. The third one is a global timeline of the
actions performed by the user and their teammates, in the collabora-
tive context. Each application in this environment automatically logs
Steps when users interact with it. Steps are stored on a server and
displayed on each user’s global timeline in real-time. This main time-
line is contained in a drawer which users can open or close at their
convenience.

In the global timeline, the visible Steps are those authored by the
user as well as those shared with them, i.e. those whose Affiliation
(the “Whom”) includes the user. Clicking on a Step in the timeline
magnifies it and displays more information, such as its detailed con-
tent. A tagging system lets users manually add more information to
a Step, a simple yet straightforward feature to add information in the
Motivation sub-component of the Step (the “Why”).

The front-end of the OneTrace desktop is implemented with HTML,
CSS and JavaScript using the JQuery and JQueryUI1 libraries and the
TinyMCE2 plugin for the WYSIWYG editor. The back-end is imple-
mented with Node.js3. Steps are logged on the server as a JSON file.
The Steps JSON file stored in the OneTrace server can be instantiated
beforehand to make it easier to set up the environment according to
potential study scenarios.

Applications automatically log Steps when a user interacts with
them. Each Step is represented by a plain JavaScript object in the
OneTrace server according to the Step structure defined in Figure 20.
The server then generates a unique id and pushes a new Step. The
list of steps is stored in JSON by the server and can be accessed and
modified by the clients of OneTrace. Since it was not my primary
interest to study history granularity, the OneTrace applications log
Steps at a fairly coarse level of granularity:

1 https://jquery.com, https://jqueryui.com
2 https://www.tiny.cloud

3 https://nodejs.org

https://jquery.com
https://jqueryui.com
https://www.tiny.cloud
https://nodejs.org
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the wysiwyg editor pushes a new step for each line the user adds
to the text document. The source is the document’s name (<do-
cname>), the information raw data is the description of the add-
ed line (added line : <text of the line>), the author is the
current user, and the temporality is the current date and time;

the mail client pushes a new step for each email being sent. The
source is the mail application (mailapp), the information raw
data is the description of the sent email (sent mail : <text

of the email>), the author is the current user, the distribution
is the list of the recipients, and the temporality is the current
date and time;

the messaging app pushes a new step for each message being
sent. The source is the messenger application (messengerapp),
the information raw data is the description of the sent message
(sent message : <text of the message>), the author is the
current user, the distribution is the list of the recipients or the
channel name, and the temporality is the current date and time;

4.3 conclusion

In this chapter, I compiled various insights from the literature and my
own empirical study to describe the Step structure, a unified history
data structure. The purpose of Steps is to offer a paradigm shift from
historical data being locked inside their source application to more
application-agnostic history data. These data would be interpreted
and represented by history artifacts, built by history tools, and ma-
nipulated or shaped by users thanks to history instruments.

I then introduced OneTrace, an example of how to implement a
cross-application interaction history system using the Step unifying
interaction history data structure. In OneTrace, any user actions per-
formed on any application in the OneTrace Desktop are logged as
Steps that can be uniformly manipulated by dedicated instruments.
The OneTrace Desktop application also offers a simple user interface
simulating a desktop environment, offering a backbone in which I
can easily add applications and interaction history instruments.

In the next chapter, I explore and experiment with OneTrace to de-
sign interaction history instruments that targets specific users’ needs
as identified earlier in chapter 3. I want to show the design alterna-
tives that OneTrace and the Steps offer, and how it could support
users in creating application-agnostic artifacts that would increase
event recall, but also coordination in collaborative settings. To do so,
I also want to assess users opinions about such systems by running
design workshops and user studies.
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E X P E R I M E N T I N G W I T H C R O S S - A P P L I C AT I O N
H I S T O RY I N S T R U M E N T S

In the previous chapter, and based on my findings through a review
of related work and an empirical study, I described the Step structure,
a unified history data structure. With Steps, my goal is to find a com-
mon ground amongst history data and unify them. This should allow
sharing them and manipulating them beyond their source applica-
tions and among different collaborators in one’s work environment.
I then described OneTrace, a proof-of-concept cross-application his-
tory system for managing Steps. I implemented a first version of this
system with the OneTrace Desktop application, and detailed how ap-
plications and instruments in this environment log and interact with
Steps.

In this chapter, I want to show how a concept such as Step supports
the design of interaction history tools and how users would bene-
fit from such cross-application history systems. I define two design
goals in order to implement two different instruments to manipulate
Steps: enhancing navigation in interaction histories with TraceLens,
and enhancing re-contextualisation and better communicate and un-
derstand histories with TracePicker. Each of these instruments were
designed following a participatory design process, and implemented
in the OneTrace system.

To assess these two tools and the validity of my approach with One-
Trace, I conducted two scenario-based observation studies in which
I made participants use the tools following predetermined scenarios,
and interviewed them about their experience. These two studies even-
tually provide evidence that a unified history can improve awareness
of the timeline in a collaborative project, help users appropriate his-
tory data and generate new meaningful artifacts that enhance coordi-
nation.

49
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5.1 design goals and research question

OneTrace and the OneTrace desktop provide an infrastructure on top
of which I can design and implement specific tools to interact with
history data. Based on the insights gathered from the literature and
my first study, I want to design new tools that would explore how to
support the practices, or to overcome specific issues that I identified.
I chose to focus first on the issues related to the volume of traces gen-
erated by collaborative activities and the unified history of OneTrace.
I want to design a tool allowing users to browse cross-application his-
tories without adding too much complexity to their tasks. I also chose
to support the two main practices towards histories that I identified. I
want to support users in creating meaningful groups of history data,
but also help them in differentiating them from one another, reshap-
ing them in unique customized artifacts.

In other words, I want to explore designing interaction history tools
for cross-application history systems such as OneTrace to enhance his-
tory data browsing, grouping, identification and sharing. I then want
to assess through these tools how such a system could enhance mak-
ing sense of past events and coordination on a shared timeline. With
that in mind, I conducted two parallel projects based on OneTrace.
Each of these tools are an example of how systems like OneTrace can
improve history use. They each address one of the following design
goals (DG):

dg1 Support cross-application history browsing to improve global
history awareness and coordination in collaborative environ-
ments;

dg2 Help users express relationships between history data from dif-
ferent sources to enhance history data contextualization.

In order to assess OneTrace and the two future tools, I chose to con-
duct two interview- and observation-based user studies, following
scenarios based on the interviews from my first study. I conducted
one study for each of the two tools I implemented, to help answer the
following research question:

rq3 : What are the users’ perceived benefits of using a cross-applica-
tion history system such as OneTrace for their collaborative writ-
ing tasks?
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5.2 tracelens : an instrument to navigate cross-application

histories

In this first project, I wanted to address the first design goal (DG1)
and find design ideas to better navigate cross-application histories
and improve history data manipulation. In order to explore such de-
sign ideas enabled by the cross-application nature of OneTrace, I con-
ducted a brainstorming workshop to generate ideas on how to make
traces from different applications make sense together, and how to
better interact with them, understand them, summarize them or share
them.

participants . One researcher involved in the study planning par-
ticipated in the brainstorming session. Five additional participants
were recruited, for a total of six participants (5 men and 1 woman;
aged 20-30; 5 HCI Ph.D. students, 1 research engineer). Each partici-
pant had a recent experience with collaborative work and histories.

setup. For the first part of the brainstorming, the participants were
generating ideas alone. Then they were grouped into two groups of
three people for the second part. They had at their disposal various
low-fidelity prototyping materials such as coloured paper, pens and
pencils, rubber, post-it, transparent paper and rulers. They could also
have access to tablets to shoot parts of their prototypes, and build
quick video prototypes with the HCI VideoClipper1 tablet applica-
tion.

procedure . To start the session, participants were introduced to
the collaborative writing applications and traces ecology as defined
in chapter 3. I then introduced them to the challenges I identified
in my first study and to the goal of exploring cross-application his-
tories interactive solutions. I presented them with the two following
questions to generate ideas about :

• How would traces from all your applications coexist in the same
history?

• How would you be able to interact with traces to better under-
stand them, summarize them, or share them with others?

The session was organized as follows. First, each participant had 15

minutes to generate ideas answering either or both questions, whether
it be with interaction, tools or user interface design ideas. Then, form-
ing groups of three participants, they had to vote for their four pre-
ferred ideas. They had 30 minutes to prototype them together, thanks
to paper and video prototyping. Finally, they presented them to the
rest of the group, and we discussed these ideas together.

1 https://apps.apple.com/us/app/hci-videoclipper/id1451698249?
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 22: Examples of paper prototypes produced during the brainstorm-
ing session.

data collection. I collected the paper and video prototypes
created by each group and participant (Figure 22). The session was
video recorded.

results . Figure 22 shows four of the ideas produced by the brain-
storming participants. While most of the solutions were in the form
of timelines, some interesting ideas emerged. Indeed, a key issue was
quickly identified: the need for new history filtering methods. In or-
der to navigate histories efficiently, users need to be able to extract
relevant pieces of the timeline as quickly as possible. Few applica-
tions enable users to filter their history, and when they do, the filters
are tailored to the application. With OneTrace, history data comes
from different applications and authors, which makes filtering both
more necessary because of the larger amount of data and harder to
realize as it has to be application-agnostic. And when compiling his-
tory data from different sources, the number of available parameters
makes it hard to filter a timeline.

On Figure 22a and Figure 22b, we can see two ideas to customize a
filtering command, but these designs would be way too complex and
overwhelming for users. To lower the amount of data on a timeline,
the idea showed on Figure 22c splits the main timeline into differ-
ent independent timelines. Here, it is split according to the different
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Reification Polymorphism Reuse

The input:
TraceLense

Reifies a filtering 
command as an optical 
lens to see the history 
through.

Users can use it on their 
workspace to filter their 
current timeline, on 
applications to filter the 
application’s timeline, 
and on other TraceLense 
to combine them 
together.

TraceLense can be saved 
and shared among users, 
making the filtering 
command persistent and 
reusable.

The output:
StepLine 

Reifies a filtered part of 
history (the output of a 
TraceLense) as an 
independent timeline.

The display depends on 
the environment in 
which it appears 
(application, 
workspace..).

Users can use the content 
of a StepLine to create a 
text report, modify the 
content, store it and share 
it, reusing it as a new 
shared and persistent 
artifact.

Table 2: Instrumental interaction concepts [13] applied to TraceLens and
StepLine.

sources available, such as a pre-filtering of sorts, and users can freely
browse each of the timelines. Lastly, the idea showed on Figure 22d
reveals another interesting idea to improve filtering. In this design,
users can drag icons that represent an application, a team member, or
any other object that may filter traces, and drop it onto the timeline
to only show data related to the dropped object. These last two ideas
give the filtering command and its output a level of direct manipu-
lation: filters are objects you can interact with in order to combine
them with a timeline in order to filter it, and filtered timelines are
new timelines you can browse independently.

To support filtering in a cross-application environment such as One-
Trace, I chose to keep that design idea of manipulating filters and
extracted timelines as objects, and to enrich the design ideas thanks
to the generative concepts [12] of instrumental interaction [9, 13]. The
generative theory of instrumental interaction is defined as a concep-
tual lens [20] for analyzing, criticising, and enhancing the design
of existing interactive artifacts. In my case, I used it to improve on
the aforementioned ideas from the brainstorming session, and build
upon it by exploring new ideas through the scope of the three key
concepts of instrumental interaction: Reification, Polymorphism and
Reuse. This led me to design the instrument that I called a Trace-
Lens (Table 2) that reifies the concept of a filter into an object that the
user can manipulate. This instrument was inspired by optical lenses:
when a user looks through a TraceLens, they see a filtered part of
the project’s timeline as a new history artifact called a StepLine (Fig-
ure 23). With a TraceLens, users can extract the subset of history data
that matches the filter represented by the lens and they can merge
lenses together to create new filters. TraceLens lenses and StepLines
are persistent and can be shared across users. Moreover, the reuse
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1 2

Figure 23: The TraceLens concept : The user sees through a TraceLens (1) to
extract a filtered Stepline (2)

part of the StepLine allows for re-documentation by consolidating
the output of a filtering command as a new editable object.

I implemented the TraceLens filtering instrument (Figure 24) in
the OneTrace desktop. It features a pie-menu to browse the history
as a whole (the hourglass icon), or to create lenses to filter history
by application, author and tags. These TraceLens can be dragged-
and-dropped onto the workspace and combined/merged by drag-
and-dropping them onto each other. Each of these actions creates
a StepLine, a subset of the timeline filtered by the TraceLens val-
ues. To avoid timelines with multiple branches, I chose the combi-
nation of TraceLens values to mean an “or” query when values are
from the same group of filters (authors, applications and tags) and
an “and” query when values are from different groups of filters, e. g.
a TraceLens with the filters [mail, document, mark] performs a filter-
ing query [[mail or document] and mark] to populate the resulting
StepLine.

A TraceLens can be dragged onto an application to attach a Stepline
to it, which will combine the current TraceLens output with the one
corresponding to this application. If a Step belonging to an attached
StepLine is magnified, it highlights the associated content in the ap-
plication. It is also possible to drag-and-drop a combined TraceLens
onto the application dock to save and to export a StepLine’s content
as a text document composed of the content of each of its Steps. Even
if it’s not currently supported, the content of the application dock is
also meant to be shared synchronously among clients.
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1
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3

Figure 24: The TraceLens prototype features (1) a pie-menu to browse the
available TraceLens and their different values; (2) Dropping
a TraceLens in the workspace and/or combining it creates a
StepLine, a subset of the main timeline; (3) Dropping a TraceLens
on an application attaches a StepLine to it, magnifying a Step in
this Stepline highlights the related content in the application.

5.3 study 2 : assessing tracelens benefits

I designed TraceLens to help users navigate cross-application histo-
ries by creating their own customized filtered timelines. They should
be able to consolidate and communicate their past activities by re-
documenting histories, but also to share their history usage by shar-
ing their own instance of TraceLens. This design should eventually
improve their awareness and understanding of their team’s past ac-
tivities. With the following study, I want to assess whether users feel
an improvement in navigating histories with TraceLens compared
to their current practices (study question Q1); whether they think
it would be easier to communicate their histories of a collaborative
project with TraceLens and OneTrace compared to their current prac-
tices (Q2); and whether they feel that TraceLens and OneTrace im-
prove their awareness and understanding of histories in collaborative
projects compared to their current practices (Q3). To answer these
three questions, I chose to conduct an observation- and interview-
based user study.

I did not conduct traditional comparative studies for two reasons.
First, to my knowledge, no existing system provides a flexible cross-
application history system comparable to OneTrace, making it dif-
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ficult to find a meaningful baseline. Second, using real-world appli-
cations as a baseline would be unfair because our prototype OneTrace
Desktop features applications with limited functionality. Instead, each
of the systems is evaluated with respect to my research question fol-
lowing several components that give the opportunity for us to gather
qualitative data about participant’s perception of such systems. It al-
lows to compare OneTrace with their current tools, which are highly
likely to be different from one another based on my first study.

participants . I recruited 15 participants (10 men, 5 women; 11

age 18-25, 4 age 25-30). All were knowledge workers who had a recent
collaborative writing experience. 5 of them were Master’s students
currently writing their Master’s thesis and sharing it with their tutors.
The 10 others were Ph.D. students currently writing a research article
with other researchers.

setup. Participants used the OneTrace Desktop system in a con-
trolled setup, in our lab, on a computer I provided.

procedure . First, I interviewed the participants about their us-
age of historical data, grounding it in a recent collaborative writing
project. Then, I asked them to fill out a first five-point Likert-scale
questionnaire, with a series of questions to evaluate their issues with
the systems they currently use2 After the questionnaire, I introduced
them to OneTrace Desktop and the TraceLens prototype system with
a short tutorial walking them through the features of the system. Af-
ter this tutorial, they followed a scenario in which they had to per-
form a series of tasks that represent different use cases of my history
tools. I prepared historical data for each task by creating a log file
filled with steps to match the state of the project corresponding to
each task. After going through the scenario, they filled out a second
five-point Likert-scale questionnaire to evaluate how OneTrace and
the TraceLens would help them with their history usage. Each ses-
sion lasted about 60 minutes.

scenario. In the scenario used for this study, the participant takes
on the role of a person organizing their holidays with two of their
friends. They use a collaborative text document as an organizational
aid to consolidate the decisions they collectively make by discussing
over e-mail or instant messaging and through annotations. They also
have to access history data from an application that they do not have
access to from one of their teammate’s environment. These historical
data are a browsing history of an unknown map application.

2 The questionnaires are available in Appendix A.2.
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Study Questions Questionnaire Items

Q1: Navigation I1: Identifying traces
I2: Regrouping traces
I3: Navigating histories

Q2: Communication I4: Communicating progress
I5: Sharing traces

Q3: Awareness and Understanding I6: Understanding progress
I7: Recalling past actions with histories
I8: Synchronizing progress

Table 3: Questionnaire items related to the TraceLens study questions.

For the first task, they have to "plan the first steps of the organization,

looking back at the first discussions they had about budget, dates, and other

elements they have to discover". Using TraceLens, they have to browse
the cross-application history, build their own filters and extract rele-
vant data from the global timeline. Then, they have to find a way to
share it with their friends and communicate about the next decisions
to make. The history I created for this task includes 36 Steps. For the
second task, the participant "has been busy for a couple of days and needs

to get up to date with what their friends decided in their absence". To per-
form this task, the participant has access to TraceLens artifacts that
their friends created and shared to understand their decisions, and
can also use TraceLens themselves to navigate a larger history data
set. The history I created for this task features 105 Steps.

Both of these tasks are designed to encourage the participant to
use TraceLens to navigate a cross-application history, to manipulate
it to organize a collaborative activity, to communicate about the dif-
ferent things to do with their collaborators and to understand their
teammates’ past actions and decisions.

questionnaires . Both questionnaires feature 5 point Likert-sca-
les (1 = totally disagree; 5 = totally agree) composed of eight items re-
lated to the questions listed earlier and detailed in Table 3. To answer
the first study question (Q1), I ask participants questions about how
they achieve navigating through their histories, whether for identi-
fying relevant traces (Item 1/I1), regrouping traces when needed to
better navigate it (I2), or simply browsing them as a whole (I3). To
answer Q2, I ask participants if they feel that histories allow them
to efficiently communicate their progress to the team (I4), or if they
feel supported in sharing important traces (I5). Lastly, to answer Q3,
I ask if participants think that histories are enough to understand the
progress their team made on a shared project (I6), if they are able to
recall past actions with the information contained in these histories
(I7) and if they think it allows them to better synchronize with their
team while collaborating (I8).
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Item I_1 I_2 I_3 I_4 I_5 I_6 I_7 I_8

Median 3 2 3 4 3 3 2 3

(a) pre-questionnaire results

Item I_1 I_2 I_3 I_4 I_5 I_6 I_7 I_8

Median 4 5 4 4 4 4 4 5

(b) post-questionnaire results

Figure 25: Answers to the questionnaires of the TraceLens study. The pre-
questionnaire (a) is about participant’s opinion of their existing
tools (oriented towards their issues, hence the reversed scale),
while the post-questionnaire (b) is about their opinion on the im-
provements brought by TraceLens.

In the pre-questionnaires, items are statements about the partici-
pant’s issues with their current tools. For example (I2-Pre): "I happen

to face issues in regrouping traces left within different histories, but convey-

ing the same kind of information". In the post-questionnaire, items are
the same statements, but oriented towards the potential benefits of
OneTrace and TraceLens. For example (I2-Post): "This kind of system

would improve regrouping traces left within different histories, but convey-

ing similar information".

data collection. I took notes during the interviews and col-
lected the answers to the two questionnaires. Participants were en-
couraged to think aloud while answering the questionnaires and whi-
le reflecting on their actions when performing the tasks. Each session
was video recorded.
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analysis method. I used a mix of qualitative and quantitative
methods. Questionnaire data were analyzed with summary statistics.
Think-aloud data were annotated by the researcher conducting the
experiment, focusing on feedback and opinions about OneTrace and
cross-application history systems. Videos were transcribed by the re-
searcher in charge of the experiment.

5.4 results and discussion

Figure 25 shows the answers to the pre- and post-questionnaire as
well as the median rating for each of the items. The median rating for
each question increases between the pre- and post-questionnaire, ex-
cept for question I4, where it stays the same. Given the small number
of participants (n = 15), a significance test is not robust. Nevertheless,
we report the results of the Mann–Whitney U test (or Wilcoxon rank-
sum test), which is significant for all questions except I4 (p = .141).

The increase in median rating for items I1 (3 → 4, U= 54, p = .016),
I2 (2 → 5, U= 12.5, p < .00001) and I3 (3 → 4, U= 32, p = .001) sug-
gests that OneTrace and the TraceLens helped participants navigating
their histories, identifying relevant traces and grouping traces across
application (Q1). About median ratings for communication items, I4

(4 → 4, U= 76.5, p = .141) is stable while I5 (3 → 4, U= 39, p = .002)
shows a slight increase. This is still important to note that while
the median values are somewhat stable, the post-questionnaire only
shows neutral to positive (3 to 5) ratings, while the pre-questionnaire
also shows negative ratings (1 to 2). While it would need further in-
vestigation, these results suggest a light improvement for participants
to communicate their progress or share important history data with
their teammates (Q2). The median ratings for the items all show an in-
crease for understanding the global progress of a collaborative project
(I6, 3 → 4, U= 64.5, p = .049), recalling past events thanks to histories
(I7, 2 → 4, U= 36, p = .002) and synchronizing progress with other
team members (I8, 3 → 5, U= 25, p = .0003). These results suggest
that participants felt that TraceLens could improve their awareness
of the timeline and their understanding of their team’s progress and
past actions (Q3).

In summary, all ratings but one increased substantially between the
pre- and post-questionnaire, suggesting that participants found One-
Trace and TraceLens to be useful systems to better navigate histories
(Q1), share progress on collaborative activities (Q2) and have a better
awareness of every other team member’s progress (Q3). This increase
was not significant enough on one of the items, and needs further
investigation.
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Most participants (12 out of 15) expressed their interest in manip-
ulating filters as objects with TraceLens to create their own filters,
consolidate them and share them for later reuse. They also liked the
OneTrace main timeline’s feature for adding “tags” on some of the
Steps. This allowed them to add meaning to the Steps and create
another level of information for categorization, thus helping them
communicate meaning through histories. Participants also found that
tagging really added to the filtering freedom enabled by TraceLens,
allowing them to quickly create a custom filter to find or share rele-
vant Steps. However, three of them expressed concerns about projects
with larger team sizes or longer duration, which could lead to too
many tags which meaning may be lost. The main alternative feature
for navigating a filtered timeline was to consolidate its content as an
editable, shared text document. While ten participants used this fea-
ture extensively to navigate timelines with many elements, the others
were satisfied with a filtered timeline and went through the elements
one by one. However, the technique they used to understand past ac-
tions on the project seemed to have no influence on their ability to
understand the project timeline.

Overall, the study results showed that the TraceLens instrument
seemed to achieve its goal (DG1) of supporting cross-application his-
tory browsing, sharing and awareness. Combined with the OneTrace
system, participants found improvements in navigating histories (Q1),
even when considering the increase in information due to the merg-
ing of histories from different sources. Participants also found im-
provements in both understanding the timeline of events (Q3) and
sharing their own progress through it (Q2).

My observations showed that while OneTrace implements a novel
approach by having a single history system for the entire collabora-
tive work context, participants felt comfortable with the system and
had a good understanding of both the main timeline and the Trace-
Lens instrument. Five participants explicitly expressed that cross-app-
lication history would be a real “game-changer” for them in terms of
collaborative work. Participants quickly understood how to use Trace-
Lens to find information in different ways, e.g. to look at the timelines
or at a previously created TraceLens, and when looking to group and
consolidate information by exporting StepLines as text documents.
While three participants over-used the “export-as-text” feature for
many navigation tasks, five participants did not like it at all and pre-
ferred navigating the timeline element by element. I also noticed that
once a StepLine was created, there was a confusion between it and
the TraceLens object that generated it. Because the two objects are
not different enough, some participants did not understand that they
could navigate the generated StepLine as a regular timeline. Future
work should improve the design to make the distinction clearer.
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With respect to RQ3, overall participants found OneTrace and Trace-
Lens beneficial in terms of coordination and timeline awareness in col-
laboration. The study also shows that a concept such as Steps allows
to implement simple yet powerful instruments such as TraceLens to
address the increased amount of information in histories and to en-
hance browsing and manipulating history data.

5.5 tracepicker : an instrument to enhance history data

contextualization

In this second project, I wanted to explore design ideas related to the
contextualization of history data and address the second design goal
(DG2). To this end, I wanted to understand first which criteria in histo-
ries help users understand the context of past actions, to understand
why an action has been performed and how building relationships
between traces might help. I also wanted to know how users would
communicate it to other members of their team, and what would
make it easier to understand a timeline of past actions to get the cur-
rent state of a project. This second project was entirely executed with
the collaboration of Kevin Ratovo, who was an intern in the research
team at the time of the project.

I chose to run a participatory design workshop on how to help
users re-organize history data to resume work after a break, under-
stand the work of a teammate and join a collaborative project. This
workshop took place over three participatory design sessions.

participants . One researcher in charge of the study participated
in each of the three sessions. Three additional participants were re-
cruited for each session for a total of 9 external participants (6 men
and 3 women; aged 20-30; 2 software engineers, 3 HCI Ph.D. students,
1 research engineer, 3 HCI Master’s students). Each participant had a
recent experience with collaborative work (Master’s thesis, research
article or technical report).

setup. For each session, the four participants were split into two
groups of two. We provided each group with the same set of traces
left across multiple histories during a collaborative project. They had
access to a collaborative document, a set of historical data from the
actions performed on and around this document, and a scenario ex-
plaining the collaborative project. The traces were paper Post-It notes
describing a user interaction, with information corresponding to the
attributes of a Step. Each Post-It note informed about the provenance
and type of trace (an annotation, a comment, a modification, or ex-
changed messages), the content of the trace, the time when the trace
was left and the author of the trace, for a total of thirty-two Post-Its.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 26: Examples of history artifacts and groupings produced during the
participatory design workshop. Each grouping is a sequence of
traces. In (a) these sequences can be collapsed under the most
important trace of the sequence; in (b) these sequences are them-
selves grouped into abstract tasks; in (c) these sequences are
grouped by spatial context.

procedure . Participants had to create groupings of these traces
that made sense to them and that they could communicate to the
other group. First, we asked them to create one or more paper-based
artifacts by regrouping the historical data. The groupings had to be
meaningful for situations such as resuming work after a long break.
They also had to communicate the right information to other people,
e.g. to describe progress to their co-workers. The only explicit limita-
tion was that they had to challenge current tools and representations
by trying to avoid purely temporal structures such as timelines. We
then asked each group to present their work to the other group to see
if they understood each other’s historical data groupings, and then
discuss the criteria they used to create these groupings.

data collection. We collected the artifacts created by each gro-
up (Figure 26). Each session was video recorded.

results . Figure 26 shows some examples of the artifacts produced
by the participants of this workshop. To express relationships be-
tween history data, participants used different representations such
as blocks of traces with common attributes, but also with links or
lines between traces, which were not necessarily oriented. For exam-
ple, they mainly created groupings that expressed sequences of events
and causality (Figure 26a) between the different events that occurred.
They also made groupings based on abstract tasks that the user was
dealing with at the time (Figure 26b), or related to what the user had
in mind when doing specific actions. In the last example shown in Fig-
ure 26c, traces are grouped by the spatial context of the main shared
document, to show the chain of events that led to specific modifica-
tions in the document even if those traces are from external tools such
as communication channels.
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Figure 27: The TracePicker concept: (1) The TracePicker instrument is used
to pick steps and pin them together, creating a PickLine; (2) Pick-
Lines can be joined to create sub-groups of steps; (3) the content
of a PickLine can be re-organized; (4) steps can be set as impor-
tant; and (5) PickLines can be collapsed and expanded.

In all of these cases, participants needed ways to express what their
thoughts were behind a specific group of traces, e.g. by labeling these
groups or linking them to other content. They also wanted to remain
in control of what was in these groups and did not mention any au-
tomated groupings. Participants also mentioned that some traces are
more important than others to understand the current state of the
shared document. They expressed this notion of importance in their
groupings by having a “collapsed” representation of the group of
traces, showing only important history data. Then, an “expanded”
version of these groupings allows to dig into the details of the dif-
ferent actions performed in that specific context. An example of this
idea can be seen in Figure 26a. Finally, participants emphasized that
groupings may differ depending on the team members they would
communicate them to, so as to give different contextual information
depending on the audience.

Based on the results of this workshop, I designed TracePicker (Fig-
ure 27), an instrument that lets users re-document traces in a fully
customized way. With this instrument, users can pick steps and pin
them together for expressing meaningful relationships between them.
Reflecting on the concepts of Causality and Priority that I introduced
in the Step structure, TracePicker lets users create custom clusters of
history data to organize them in a non-temporal way. The goal of this
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3
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Figure 28: The TracePicker prototype features (1) a toolbar to create and
delete TracePicker objects on the workspace. (2) Users can pin
Steps and other PickLines with a TracePicker to form a new Pick-
Line, and (3) shrink a PickLine to display only the important
Steps.

instrument is to allow users to express the context in which past ac-
tions occurred by grouping traces together, and better understand or
communicate the current state of the project through interaction his-
tory data. They can also express a hierarchy between steps by setting
some of them as more important than others, allowing them to “col-
lapse” a PickLine to only make the important steps and the groups’
labels visible, and put the other steps in the background for synthesis
and clarity purposes.

I implemented the TracePicker instrument based on the OneTrace
desktop interface and logging system previously implemented (Fig-
ure 28). It features a toolbar to create TracePicker objects on the work-
space and to delete elements in the PickLines. Each TracePicker has a
label that users can modify. A TracePicker can be used to pick-and-pin
Steps from the timeline to form a PickLine, or to pick other PickLines
already in the workspace to form a sub-PickLine. Users can further
organize the elements within a PickLine by drag-and-dropping them.
Double clicking a Step from the main timeline or from the PickLine
itself toggles it as important. It is possible to collapse the PickLines
to only show the important Steps. Drag-and-dropping a PickLine on
the application dock saves it so that it can be accessed and reused by
all team members.
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5.6 study 3 : assessing tracepicker benefits

I designed TracePicker to give users a way to create new history ar-
tifacts by building custom groups of history data and linking them
together across applications rather than being constrained by the tem-
poral ordering of a timeline. The goal is to help users contextualize
history data by letting them build new artifacts for themselves or
for their team. By allowing users to reshape these artifacts into a
collapsed form, the goal is also to reduce the amount of data that
users have to browse through in order to understand the current state
of the project. Specifically, I want to know whether users think Tra-
cePicker could help them reduce history bloat and focus on impor-
tant traces compared to their current practices (study question Q4);
whether users think TracePicker would help them better contextual-
ize traces left around their project compared to their current prac-
tices (Q5); and whether users feel they would be able to resume work
more easily with TracePicker compared to their current practices (Q6).
To answer these three questions, I conducted an observation- and
interview-based user study, in the same way I did for the TraceLens
study.

participants . I recruited 8 participants (7 men and 1 woman;
aged 20-25) with a recent collaborative writing experience. 6 partic-
ipants were HCI Master’s student currently writing their Master’s
thesis and sharing it with other people including their tutors. The 2

other participants were Ph.D. students currently writing a research
article with other researchers.

setup Participants used the OneTrace Desktop system in a con-
trolled setup, in our lab, on a computer I provided.

procedure . First, I interviewed the participants about their us-
age of historical data, grounding it in a recent collaborative writing
project. I then asked them to fill out a five-point Likert-scale pre-study
questionnaire, with a series of questions to evaluate their issues with
the systems they currently use3 Then I introduced them to the One-
Trace Desktop and the TracePicker tool with a short tutorial, walking
them through the system’s features. After this tutorial, I asked them
to follow a scenario (see below) where they had to perform a series
of tasks representing different use cases. I prepared historical data
for each task by creating a log file filled with steps to match the state
of the project corresponding to each task. After going through the
scenario, I asked them to fill out a five-point Likert-scale post-study
questionnaire to evaluate how OneTrace would help them with their
history usage. Each session lasted about 60 minutes.

3 The questionnaires are available in Appendix A.3.
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Figure 29: The PickLines provided for the second task of the study.

scenario. Participants impersonate Sarah, a Master’s student cur-
rently writing her internship report. For the first task, her two super-

visors, Anna and Carl, have both recently given her their feedback on her

draft, while she also has her own ideas on content to add or modify. Her

workday is ending, and she wants to compile information about what she

has to do tomorrow. To perform this task, the participant can freely
read the timeline and the traces, and open the applications in the
OneTrace Desktop. Then, they are expected to create one or more
PickLines with the TracePicker tool to help them better manage their
return to work the next day. The history I created for this task in-
cludes 53 Steps. For the second task, Sarah just returned from 2 weeks

of vacation. She prepared multiple PickLines to remember better what she

did and what she had to do by the end of her internship. To perform this
task, the participant has to answer a list of questions provided by the
examiner about the different things Sarah has to do after returning
from her break, using pre-built PickLines to find the requested infor-
mation. Three PickLines were provided for this task: one with three
Steps, one with five Steps and a more complex one with ten Steps
and three branches (Figure 29). These two tasks aim to see how par-
ticipants create a PickLine and arrange Steps on it, and how they use
existing PickLines to understand and contextualize past actions.

questionnaires . Both questionnaires feature 5 point Likert-sca-
les (1 = totally disagree; 5 = totally agree) composed of seven items
related to the study questions listed above and detailed in Table 4. To
answer the first study question (Q4), I ask participants if they feel in
control over what traces are displayed and available to them in the
histories (Item 1/I1) and if they feel able to find relevant traces in a
large amount of information (I2). To answer Q5, I ask participants if
they feel able to contextualize their own past actions (I3) and their
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Study Questions Questionnaire Items

Q4: Focus on important traces I1: Control over displayed traces
I2: Dealing with a lot of information

Q5: Contextualize past actions I3: Contextualizing their own traces
I4: Contextualizing their team’s traces

Q6: Resume work I5: After a short break
I6: After a long break
I7: In general

Table 4: Questionnaire items related to the TracePicker study questions.

teammates’ traces (I4). Lastly, to answer Q6, I ask participants if they
feel able to resume work with the tools at their disposal after a short
break (I5), a long break (I6) and in general (I7).

In the pre-questionnaire, the statements are about the participant’s
use of current tools. For example (Item3/Pre-questionnaire): "With

my current tools’ histories, it is easy to contextualize my own past ac-

tions". In the post-questionnaire, the statements are the same but
about the potential benefits of OneTrace and TracePicker. For exam-
ple (Item3/Post-questionnaire): "With this system, it would be easier to

contextualize my own past actions".

data collection. I took notes during the interview and col-
lected the answers to the two questionnaires. Participants were en-
couraged to think aloud while answering the questionnaires and while
reflecting on their actions when performing the tasks. Each session
was video recorded.

5.7 results and discussion

Figure 30 shows the answers to the pre- and post-questionnaire as
well as the median rating for each of the items. The median rating for
each question increases between the pre- and post-questionnaire, ex-
cept for question I5, where it stays the same. Given the small number
of participants (n = 8), a significance test is not robust. Nevertheless,
we report the results of the Mann–Whitney U test (or Wilcoxon rank-
sum test), which is significant for all questions except I1 (p = .052)
and I5 (p = .317).

The increase in median rating for items I1 (3 → 4, U= 13, p = .052)
and I2 (2 → 5, U= 6.5, p = .009) suggests that TracePicker helped
participants focus on important historical data and reduce data bloat
(Q1). Participants appreciated that they could mark some Steps as
important and only display the most relevant ones. However, they
would have liked the ability to add other information, such as color
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Item I_1 I_2 I_3 I_4 I_5 I_6 I_7

Median 3 2 3 2 4 2 3

(a) pre-questionnaire results

Item I_1 I_2 I_3 I_4 I_5 I_6 I_7

Median 4 5 4 4.5 4 5 4

(b) post-questionnaire results

Figure 30: Answers to the questionnaires of the TracePicker study. The pre-
questionnaire (a) is about participant’s opinion of their existing
tools, while the post-questionnaire (b) is about their opinion on
the improvements brought by TracePicker.

coding, and archive historical data that is unlikely to be used again.
Similarly, the increase in median ratings for the contextualization
items I3 (3 → 4, U= 10, p = .024) and I4 (2 → 4.5, U= 3.5, p = .003)
show that TracePicker seems to make it easier for participants to ex-
press and understand the context of past actions in an environment
with multiple shared artifacts (Q2). Regarding the items about resum-
ing work, the median rating for resuming after a short break is stable
(I5, 4 → 4, U= 22, p = .317) while it shows an increase (I6: 2 → 5,
U= 0.5, p = .001; I7: 3 → 4, U= 2.5, p = .002) for resuming after
a medium or long break. These results suggest that TracePicker im-
proves resuming work except for short breaks (Q3). We assume that
participants rely on their memory rather than their tools after a short
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break. Indeed, two participants said that they do not have “issues re-

membering things after a short break”.

In summary, all ratings but one increased substantially between the
pre- and post-questionnaire, suggesting that participants valued the
features that put them in control of historical data to help them better
understand the context of past actions. We created the TracePicker in-
strument to enhance historical data contextualization by letting users
create custom groupings of Steps. Study results suggest that the Pick-
Lines created with TracePicker make it easier to contextualize past
actions (Q5), resume work after a medium or long break (Q6), and
reduce bloat by focusing on important historical data rather than de-
tails (Q4). When resuming work after short breaks, participants did
not see the benefit of organizing their history rather than simply rely-
ing on their memory and saw it as a waste of time.

Participants liked the ability to create meaningful new artifacts
from their history, because “you can just put everything you need there

and refer to it later”. However, when resuming work after short breaks,
they did not see the benefit of spending time organizing their history
rather than simply relying on their memory. Participants also appreci-
ated the way they could mark some Steps as important to then be able
to only display the most relevant ones. But they would have liked to
add other custom layers of information, e.g. by adding an “archiving”

feature to archive history data that would unlikely be used again in
the future. Giving a trace such a status of archived trace could be
achieved by adding a third lower level of importance. They would
also like to "color code" the important traces on top of the labeling
feature as an additional visual cue.

Additionally, I identified two different patterns when observing
participants performing the second task related to understanding past
actions using a provided PickLine. The first pattern refers to partic-
ipants who judged that the structure of the PickLines, their labels
and the way they were grouped, was enough to get the needed con-
textual information. A second pattern was from participants who, on
top of the PickLines, also browsed the shared document and the main
timeline, mostly to be sure not to miss important information. While
these participants did not explicitly mention the lack of interactivity
between a PickLine and related content, I believe it would be a clear
improvement to support it in future designs in order to further im-
prove contextualization.

Overall, the TracePicker instrument I designed seemed to achieve
its goal (DG2) of enhancing history data contextualization by letting
users create custom groupings of Steps. Study results suggest that
the PickLines created with TracePicker make it easier to contextualize
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past actions (Q5), resume work after a break (Q6), and reduce bloat
by focusing on important history data rather than details (Q4).

While it seems that my system successfully addressed the issues
I identified, there is room for improvements. First, users could have
even more control over the creation of custom history artifacts such
as PickLines, by freely tweaking and reshaping these artifacts and
their content. Indeed, my current design lacks flexibility and is still
"line-shaped", and the content of the PickLines are purely Steps en-
riched by a new object encapsulating it. Second, Picklines or other
future history-based artifacts could reference not only history data
but also relevant parts of content from different sources to further
consolidate context around history data. For example, they could ref-
erence parts of a shared document in a discussion and include these
cross-applications links in histories.

With respect to RQ3, users overall found that TracePicker facilitated
the contextualization of past actions. The positive feedback reinforces
the relevance of cross-application history environments as offered by
OneTrace to better contextualize past actions, a recurring task per-
formed on histories, and thus improve the use of interaction histories
and associated tools.

5.8 conclusion

In this chapter, I defined two design goals, to implement two differ-
ent instruments for manipulating traces. The goal was to experiment
with Steps and OneTrace to provide users with two examples of cross-
application interaction history instruments. I also wanted to show
through these two designs how the cross-application of OneTrace is
beneficial for interaction history use, especially in collaborative writ-
ing settings. To satisfy my first design goal (DG1), I designed Trace-
Lens to improve interaction history use by enhancing history brows-
ing and manipulation. The design methods included mixed methods,
a brainstorming session with other design researchers, and the gener-
ative concepts of instrumental interaction. For the second design goal
(DG2), I designed TracePicker, an instrument allowing users to cus-
tomize groupings of traces, enhancing history data contextualization.
I designed TracePicker based on the results of a participatory design
activity in which participants had to create groupings of a given set
of traces to make it easier to understand. These two tools were imple-
mented in OneTrace and evaluated following a similar observation-
and scenario-based user study. The results provide evidence that a
unified history can improve awareness of the timeline in a collabo-
rative project, help users appropriate history data and generate new
meaningful artifacts that enhance coordination (RQ3).
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As with any studies, these studies have limitations. First, the num-
ber of participants was small and the study should be replicated and
extended. Second, these were short-term lab studies, so I could not
assess the scalability of the approach to longer periods and larger his-
tories. Long-term field studies should address these questions. This
would require integrating OneTrace with existing tools since the lim-
ited features of the applications in our proof-of-concept implementa-
tions are unsuitable for real work over an extended period. Finally,
the scenario-based approach meant that the participants had to un-
derstand the history of a project in which they did not participate be-
forehand. I therefore could not assess the impact of the participants’
memory on their assessment of the system. On the other hand, this
created a situation often encountered in collaborative settings when
a new team member joins an existing project and has virtually no
knowledge of the actions performed on shared content. Overall, our
two instruments met the goals they were designed for, and showed
the relevance of our approach with OneTrace, the Steps unifying
data structure, and cross-application interaction histories in general.
It shows evidence that cross-application, cross-user histories and as-
sociated tools should be an integral part of collaborative software.

These two user studies also led me to reflect on my approach with
the Step unifying model for history data. Indeed, observing how peo-
ple appropriate interaction history data to make something new out
of it made me rethink what to consider a “common attribute”, espe-
cially when it comes to how relationships between Steps are stored. If
one thinks of a Step as a singular history data, it does not make sense
in and by itself. But if you associate it with other Steps, thanks to an
instrument, it builds links between steps, or allow users to do so. For
the last part of this thesis, I want to iterate on my Step structure and
emphasize the difference between interaction history data and the
relationships that tie them together into meaningful objects. I want
to make it easier to understand the environment that ties together
history data, history data collections or artifacts, and history tools or
instruments within a specific context of activity. Reflecting on works
on interaction substrates and instruments [11, 12, 43], I need to clarify
what are Steps and their attributes, and how history instruments may
allow to build relationships among Steps.
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I N T E R A C T I O N H I S T O RY S U B S T R AT E S

In the previous chapter, I experimented with cross-application histo-
ries by designing two different instruments to manipulate traces out-
side of applications’ environments. These instruments were based on
OneTrace, my Unified History proof-of-concept system. They aimed
at enhancing interaction history use by providing users with a flexi-
ble environment letting them use different instruments depending on
their goals. To achieve such flexibility, I designed these instruments
following the principles of instrumental interaction [9, 12, 13].

I assessed the impact of these instruments with two user studies in
which users could create different artifacts made of interaction traces.
Observing these tools in action, I can highlight the following critiques.
First, based on my Steps model, it is unclear which attributes can be
modified and which attributes can only be read. There is a need to
define clearly what makes a historical data attribute editable by users,
to avoid any confusion in historical tools design, but also to not alter
the true meaning of the edited historical data. Editing historical data
should augment the data and not erase information from it. The sec-
ond point is about what I called the “history artifacts” that the use of
history instruments creates. For example, I defined a filtered timeline
created by a TraceLens as a new history artifact. But it is not well
defined what exactly these artifacts are and what are their properties.
This leads me to my third point, which is about relationships among
Steps. In my current model, relationships among Steps are stored in
the Steps data structure, technically by storing Steps IDs as point-
ers. This relationship can be abstract (such as temporality) and dedi-
cated instruments can reveal them through a new artifact (such as a
timeline). It can also be created by history instruments themselves by
creating new artifacts (such as the sequences created by TracePicker).
Consequently, I think that relationships should not be a part of the
Steps model but rather the interpretation of an instrument or a user
while building new history data collections that structure a history
artifact. Finally, I first implemented OneTrace as an exploratory basis
for cross-application history environments. Compiling the concerns
mentioned above should result in a more formal description of such
an environment. It needs to be clear how each piece of digital in-
formation and each component interacts with each other. OneTrace
should be a robust, flexible and extensible basis for future work on
cross-application interaction histories.

73
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In this chapter, I want to address these points. It should be made
clear what history data attributes are to be accessed and/or modi-
fied, in order to design history instruments that are less confusing
to users. The concept of “history artifacts”, their attributes, their con-
straints and whether or not users are able to interact with them as
they can interact with Steps also needs to be better described. The
nature of the relationships among Steps should be reassessed, with
the use of history instruments making it possible to interpret relation-
ships among historical data or build new ones. Treating relationships
among Steps as a construct of instruments would help generalize it.
The applications generating a Step should not need to have access
to the history to set an attribute that will translate into relationships
when read by an instrument. For example, all Steps contain a “date”
attribute, a timestamp, and the temporality relationship draws the
timeline of events by sequencing these timestamps. But it should be
up to the instrument building the timeline to draw this relationship.
An application creating a step should not have to access the history
and read all history data in it to set the value of this temporality
relationship.

Finally, I want to clarify that a cross-application history system
such as the one I want to define should be activity- (or context-) cen-
tric rather than document-centric. This environment definition should
include how applications, history data, and history instruments all
work together. To this end, I describe more precisely what would be
an environment of cross-application interaction histories through the
lens of the interaction substrates and instruments interaction model
described by Beaudouin-Lafon [10, 11] and explored in various other
works [33, 43]. The final goal is to provide a well-defined framework
that would be the basis for future works on designing interaction
history instruments in flexible and extensible environments. As an
example, I describe a new implementation of my OneTrace proof-of-
concept system based on this framework and the Webstrates environ-
ment [43].
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Foreword : A Reminder of the Concepts of Substrates and Instruments.

As I introduced in Chapter 2: “Background and Context”, my main
research goal in this thesis is to explore the concept of more flexi-
ble interaction histories and draws its inspiration from Beaudouin-
Lafon’s related work on the model of interaction substrates and in-
struments [10, 11]. An interaction substrate represents a digital object’s
affordances, it defines the constraints and properties of digital in-
formation. A single digital object can be composed of different sub-
strates, representing different layers of information, each with their
own affordances and with persistent relationships between one an-
other. These collections of substrates represent a rich digital material
to be interacted with (Figure 11). To operate on interaction substrates,
Beaudouin-Lafon et al. [9, 13] introduce the principles of instrumental
interaction. These principles describe an instrument as a first class ob-
ject reifying one or several commands. These commands are polymor-
phic, i.e. they can operate on different types of objects, and their input
and output can be accessed and reused later. Ultimately, instruments
are interaction substrates that have the capabilities of acting on other
substrates. A digital environment composed of interaction substrates
and instruments then provides more flexible interfaces to users, al-
lowing them to reflect on which tools can interact with which object,
depending on their goals, their preferences and the affordances they
perceive.

With Steps, I explored how we can free history data from their ap-
plications and provide a flexible environment that lets users manipu-
late it with different instruments according to their goals. The way I
redefined interaction history and history tools is directly related to in-
teraction substrates and instrumental interaction [26, 30, 33]. With the
knowledge I gathered during this thesis, I can now articulate what is
a History Substrate and provide a framework to design better history
tools. In this chapter, in order to formalize the concepts introduced
with Steps and the OneTrace system, I want to define what is a history
substrate, and what set of constraints and properties defines history
data in general. I also want to define what is a history instrument that
operates on the affordances and constraints of Steps, and characterize
the history artifacts that result in the use of such history instruments.
Indeed, such history artifacts that are factually collections of Steps
are containers of history elements that share similarities with the def-
inition of substrates I introduced earlier.
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Figure 31: The StickyLines instrument from Felice Ciolfi et al. [23].

6.1 understanding history artifacts : what is a time-
line ?

In order to interpret history data as substrates, we need to determine
the properties of an object representing past events that we can shape
into affordances to interact with using dedicated instruments. To un-
derstand the objects that I called "history artifacts", which result from
the manipulation of history data, we need to answer the following
question: what is a timeline? If broken down, a timeline can be seen
as both an instrument and the resulting object it produces. It orders
interaction history data from a specific context in a temporal manner.
This produces an artifact that makes the history data temporal hier-
archy, or relationship of temporality, tangible for users. We can even
argue that this relationship among history data is only an abstract
one until it is made visible through the right lens.

To better explain the decomposition of history artifacts, instruments
and substrates, I draw a parallel between history timelines and Fe-
lice Ciolfi et al.’s [23] StickyLines. Their work describes a StickyLine
(Figure 31) as an instrument that orders graphical objects and that
can help break down what is a timeline through the lens of instru-
mental interaction [10, 11]. A StickyLine is an instrument that reifies
alignment and distribution commands of graphical objects into a first-
class object similar to a magnetic guideline. Using this instrument on
other graphical objects then applies a constraint on these other objects’
properties. In the case of StickyLine, users can manually associate a
graphical object to a StickyLine to apply the associated constraints
on these objects’ properties, such as their anchor point in a 2D space.
Once associated, these constraints will dynamically apply whether
the StickyLine’s parameters or the graphical objects’ attributes change
values. This case is a good illustration of the interaction substrates
and instruments interaction model. Graphical objects are objects with
their own attributes and properties that can be manipulated by instru-
ments recognizing these properties. StickyLines are instruments that
apply specific constraints on graphical objects’ position in a 2D space,
and they also are substrates with their own properties by reifying the
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Figure 32: History instruments and how they interact on substrates to cre-
ate a new substrate. Both the Timeline (1) and TracePicker (2) are
instruments (a) that collect history elements within history col-
lections (b) to create new artifacts, or history collections, as new
history substrates (c), with their own properties and new relation-
ships interpreted or created among history elements.

alignment command of one or more objects into a new graphical ob-
ject. This reification of the alignment command into a new graphical
object with its own position in a 2D space makes StickyLines poly-
morphic, and it is possible to interact on the created StickyLine with
another StickyLine to apply a constraint with a new StickyLine on
an already created one. Associating graphical objects with a Sticky-
Line is also a way to create groupings of objects. By doing so, users
can create new complex artifacts composed of various substrates, of
graphical objects put into relationships by the common constraints
applied by the instruments with which they are associated.

A timeline is similar to this type of substrate. The way it is built re-
sembles the way a StickyLine applies a constraint to graphical objects.
It is a container of elements sharing similar properties and may ap-
ply specific constraints on these properties. A timeline object applies
in a given context (an application, a document, a system...) and puts
together history data to create a new artifact, a grouping of history
data. These history data are then history element that the timeline
applies a constraint on for ordering them. The resulting artifact is a
history substrate, a collection of history element put together follow-
ing their temporal property. While a timeline automatically builds a
history substrate following its constraints, we can also design instru-
ments such as TracePicker that allows more direct manipulation of
history elements. With TracePicker, users can collect history elements
within other collections to create their own collections with their own
layouts following customized constraints (Figure 32). Based on this
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framework, thinking of history instruments as commands to collect
history elements and create new substrates in the form of a collections
allows for more interoperability among history instruments, such as
filtering and extracting histories from different places with TraceLens.
It also allows for more interoperability among substrates or collec-
tions, such as using TracePicker for collecting history elements from
different applications and gathering them as a new substrate. History
collections could also be polymorphic substrates that would have dif-
ferent affordances depending on the instruments used to shape their
layout. For example, one could filter these collections such as an in-
stant messaging history, or order them based on the layout of a docu-
ment of interest as in text editors.

The main difference among history instruments is how they may
interpret relationships, or how they allow users to build relationships
among history elements within a collection. Some instruments such
as a simple timeline builder or a TraceLens create a new history sub-
strate based on a relationship between properties that can only be ac-
cessed and not modified, such as the time when the associated trace
was left by a user. The relationship among history elements in that
case is completely up to how the instrument reads and interprets
the elements’ properties. In the case of tools such as TracePicker, the
created substrates put history elements in relation with each other
through properties that can be accessed and modified by users them-
selves. It allows them to create new substrates based on what affor-
dance they perceive from history history elements contained in the
former substrate. For a collection created with TracePicker for exam-
ple, users can express abstract sequences of actions, and a hierarchy
of importance inside these sequences. This difference shows that rela-
tionships are not a part of history data but rather part of collections
that were interpreted and built by specific instruments through spe-
cific operations.

Creating relationships among history data is an important concept
because it is how users can make sense of past data. To create these
relationships, we need to design history instruments that are clear
about how they behave with history elements properties and con-
straints for creating new substrates that put different histories in re-
lation. What this reflection on history artifacts as substrates reveal is
that, while some attributes can only be read from traces, others can
also be modified and tweaked. This needs to be clarified in a new
iteration of the Step unifying data structure that I introduced earlier
in this thesis.
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6.2 from steps to history substrates : iteration on the

steps model

With the Steps unifying data structure, my goal was to provide users
with systems that can log interaction histories in an interoperable
way. The goal was to make interaction histories more easily shareable
among the different users’ applications. It would also provide users
with a more flexible environment that they can customize with their
own tools to manipulate interaction histories. The first iteration of
the Steps model followed this philosophy and allowed for the imple-
mentation of OneTrace, an example of a cross-application interaction
history logging system.

But when experimenting with Steps and OneTrace, this first model
showed some limitations both in terms of design and clarity to com-
prehend how to use it and how to make tools that use it. First, it
considers relationships between Steps as attributes of these data. As I
critiqued in the previous section, relationships are rather constraints
applied by instruments on collections of history data to create a new
object that makes sense of history. Second, a unifying data structure
among interaction history data should make it clear which attributes
are editable, and which are only readable. Designers should have a
better overview of the accessibility of a Step’s attributes in order to
design better interaction substrates and instruments out of this model.
A new iteration on the first Step model should then contain a set of
core attributes that any history tool or application can understand and
operate on. It should also support personalization by including a set
of context attributes that users can adapt to their needs.

The core attributes provide a factual description of a user’s interac-
tion with the system. An interaction can be described as a user U per-
forming an operation O on the system S at time T. Therefore, the four
core attributes describe who (U) did what (O) where (S) when (T). I
call them Authorship, Interaction, Source and Time. Core attributes
cannot be modified as this would alter the event they represent.

Context attributes, on the other hand, can be altered by users to
provide contextual information about the description provided by the
core attributes. They should help users make sense of historical data
by letting them group traces and create relationships between them.
Based on my first study and the two workshops I conducted to design
TraceLens and TracePicker, I can already define four requirements
that translate into context attributes. First, users should be able to
assign some sort of label to traces that represents an abstract task
or the user’s motivation while leaving a trace. Second, users should
be able to express a notion of sequence between these data. Then,
users should be able to control the granularity of their history data
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Figure 33: Iteration on the Step unifying data structure composed of two
type of attributes : core attributes that can be accessed but not
edited, and extensible context attributes that can be edited by
users and dedicated tools.

collections and highlight specific traces. Finally, users should be able
to provide information about who should have access to a trace, to
address privacy issues.

These elements do not conflict with the main philosophy behind
Steps. Steps are still self-contained objects that can be used indepen-
dently of their source application. They can still be manipulated and
grouped in a variety of ways, not limited to the traditional timeline
or list of commands that are common in current applications. But
with this iteration, I want to clarify the extensibility it offers. Indeed,
the context attributes that I have identified could be complemented
with more specialized attributes depending on use cases. Applica-
tions and tools that manipulate Steps should simply leave untouched
the attributes they do not recognize. Figure 33 describes this iteration
over my former data structure following the aforementioned new re-
quirements. As described before, this new model for Step holds two
different types of attributes :

the core attributes : The core attributes of a Step are the attribu-
tes that were set at the creation of the history element. They are
to be read-only and persistent, as they factually describe the
action performed on the system. History tools can read these
attributes, but they cannot modify them.
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The "Authorship" attribute contains the "who", i.e. the user who
performed the action.

The "Interaction" attribute contains the "what", i.e. the content
or description of the command or action that was performed by
the user on the system, such as modifying a text or sending an
instant message;

The "Source" attribute contains the "where", i.e. the application
and/or document in which the action was performed, that is
the source that logged the action.

The "Time" attribute communicates the "when", i.e. the times-
tamp when the logged action was performed;

the context attributes : The context attributes of a Step are the
attributes that can be edited by users to convey additional mean-
ing about the event. These attributes can be set at the creation
of a Step, and can be edited by users with dedicated tools.

The "Motivation" attribute contains the "why" of a Step, i.e. the
reason behind the user’s action. It can be expressed through
different means such as tagging a Step with a color or a label.
It provides an additional layer of description at the initiative of
the user or a group of collaborators.

The "Sequence" attribute contains the information of whether
the Step is part of a causal sequence of actions, for example
when one event occurred because or in response to another
event. This makes it possible to consolidate the context of past
actions and to cluster history data into sequences.

The "Weight" attribute specifies the importance of a Step. It al-
lows certain history data to stand out, for example by marking
one as a higher-level task or as a milestone.

The "Distribution" attribute contains the "whom", the users to
which the Step should be distributed. It can be a team of indi-
viduals, an exhaustive list of persons or a single other user. This
one is hard to define for now because it also implies to define
to what extent someone having access to a Step might modify
the persons allowed to access it. For now, I will just consider the
author to be the only one allowed to define to whom the Step is
distributed. Depending on roles and work processes, this may
need to be refined.
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Figure 34: A framework for writing Steps: how the user’s workspace, appli-
cation ecology and their histories interact with each other.

6.3 a global framework for interaction history sub-
strates and instruments .

The previous section introduced a new iteration of the Steps unifying
data structure. It clarifies how history instruments interact with his-
tory substrates based on Steps to create new substrates in the form
of collections of interaction history data or other history objects. With
this new definition in mind, I want now to define a framework that
describes the possible interactions between the workspace, applica-
tions and documents, interaction history, history elements, history
instruments and history substrates.

Figure 34 shows the first side of this framework which details how
Steps are logged. It shows how user’s applications from their per-
sonal ecology should deal with logging history elements based on
the Steps model. The user’s workspace is associated with its own in-
teraction history which is a collection of Steps, and thus a first history
substrate. Each time the user interacts with one of their applications
in the workspace, the application should log history data and thus
log a new Step in the workspace’s history. This framework is based
on the philosophy of malleable software already applied by differ-
ent works such as Webstrates and Vistrates [6, 43]. It relies on the
assumption that a user’s workspace is a flexible and extensible en-
vironment. The user can integrate any application they may need in
their workspace. There are two options for applications to log his-
tory data. As a first option, the integrated application knows how to
log steps in the workspace’s interaction history, and thus follows the
previously described behaviour. As a second option, the application
has its own way of logging history in its own interaction history, but
should provide access to this history. Then, users or the environment
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Figure 35: A framework for reading and interacting with Steps: how his-
tory instrument, history elements, and history substrates or col-
lections interact with each other.

that the application is included in should be able to add a compo-
nent that wraps this interaction history log, and translates it into a
new history substrate in the workspace’s history. In keeping with the
philosophy of malleable software, this "translating" component may
also add a layer of control from the users’ side. It may allow them
to change some of the information logged in the workspace history,
such as its granularity. It should support defining new custom context
attributes, such as suggested in the Steps model.

Figure 35 shows the second side of this framework which details
how Steps should be read and manipulated by dedicated instrument.
It shows how different types of history instruments may interact with
history elements and substrates to create or help users create new
history substrates. First we have instruments such as a timeline in-
strument that reads the workspace’s history substrate in order to ex-
tract and build a new collection of history elements, a new history
substrate. This new history substrate is shaped by the relationships
applied by the instrument’s reified command. Then, we have instru-
ments that can interact with these substrates. They can interact with
specific elements in the collection, or with the whole substrate, to
modify it or to create a whole new history substrate. These manipula-
tions often translate into changes into the history elements attributes,
those defined as "context attributes" earlier, and these changes are
reflected into the workspace’s history substrate. Thanks to unifying
structures such as the Steps model presented earlier, instruments ma-
nipulating and creating history substrates should provide new collec-
tions of history elements with attributes and properties that are un-
derstandable by any other instrument designed to manipulate Steps-
based history substrates This makes the workspace a powerful poly-
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morphic and flexible environment in terms of interactivity. Users may
interact with their history with any interaction history tool they like
and import them in their workspace without worrying about compat-
ibility issues.

6.4 iterating on the proof-of-concept : onetrace and

webstrates

As suggested in the previous section, this work was inspired by the
work of Klokmose et al. [43] on Webstrates1. Webstrates is a platform
and a server where the web pages’ Document Object Model (DOM)
are editable by any client having access to it. Such modifications are
synchronized among clients in real time, which enables the creation
of shared collaborative web applications. Changes can be applied to
a webstrate’s DOM, but also to their embedded JavaScript code and
CSS styles. All these changes are made persistent on the server and
allow for adaptable and customizable web applications.

6.4.1 Why is Webstrates Relevant?

The concepts behind Webstrates and some parts of its design make it
a perfect choice for implementing a proof-of concept of my proposed
framework. Amongst all the features it offers, the main arguments for
this choice are the four following ones:

dom synchronization. The idea of OneTrace is to show the ca-
pabilities of cross-application and cross-user histories. The Webstrates
server automatically and instantly synchronizes any changes in the
collaborative web applications. If stored within the DOM, Steps can
be logged and shared instantly among users working in the same
environment. It also allows for a quick development of simple proto-
web applications that can be used by multiple users, such as basic
WYSIWYG text editors or notepads.

transclusion. In Webstrates, to transclude means to load a web-
strate into another webstrate using an iframe HTML element. It is
interesting for my proof-of-concept because it enables creating an en-
vironment where one or multiple users work in a unique context, but
want to include and import applications and history tools of their
choosing within this workspace. The flexibility of transclusion allows
for the personalization of the workspace while providing a unique,
shared environment for different users to collaborate. When a web-
strate transcludes another webstrate, it also has access to its Docu-
ment Object Model. Therefore, it can listen to and propagate events
to specific nodes of the transcluded page’s DOM. This makes it ef-

1 https://webstrates.net/

https://webstrates.net/
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ficient for the workspace to listen to events triggered when a new
Step is created by a transcluded application, or to notify tools and
instruments that a new Step has been created.

transient data . In Webstrates, DOM elements are by default
persisted on the server and synchronized across the clients of the
same webstrate. This is the opposite of the usual behaviour of reg-
ular web applications, which must explicitly persist DOM elements
and data, for example before reloading the page. To allow parts of the
webstrate’s DOM to be temporary and specific to a single client, Web-
strates allows to create transient elements. Any DOM element added
inside a <transient> HTML tag becomes a transient element and are
not synchronized with the other clients of the page. HTML attributes
can also be made transient by prefixing the attribute’s name with
“transient-”. In my case, transient elements help maintain a personal
space within a shared work environment. It allows for different users
to log in the same shared workspace and open their own applications,
tools and instruments in transient windows. It can also help with
specific interactions on shared objects. For example, when a user is
browsing a timeline, the other users may not want to see the time-
line scrolling while the first user tries to find a specific element in the
timeline.

signaling . While Webstrates allows DOM elements to be per-
sisted and shared, that is not the case for JavaScript processing and
the data that results from it. This means that events cannot be sent be-
tween clients of the same Webstrate. To remedy that issue, Webstrates
integrates a signaling functionality to send string messages among
clients. Clients of the webstrate can signal on and subscribe to DOM
elements in order to send and receive messages between clients. This
functionality is especially useful because the shared history data of
my prototype is stored in the same shared workspace. But if a client
generates a step from an application, it will be the only one receiv-
ing the event triggered by that application even though the generated
step is stored within the shared context. With signals, every client of
the context is notified that a new step has been stored or updated by
another client, so that they can update other tools if relevant.
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Figure 36: OneTrace implementation with Webstrates : Architecture and Life
Cycle. (1) A window manager transcludes applications and his-
tory tools in the shared context and connects them to the client’s
Step Manager; (2) A Steps Application component propagates
Steps Event on Applications; (3) The Steps Manager listens to ap-
plications’ Step Events and updates the shared context Steps List
accordingly; (4) The Steps Manager signals all connected clients
in the context about the Steps List update; (5) Each Steps Man-
agers propagate a Step Event to the connected history tools.

6.4.2 Implementing OneTrace with Webstrates.

Based on the framework described in the previous section, I now
present a new implementation of a OneTrace proof-of-concept his-
tory system using Steps as a history data model. Using Webstrates,
I implemented the system described in Figure 36. This is a context-
based approach, meaning that a context is the workspace in which
collaborators work during collaborative activities. In this new system,
a context is a webstrate functioning as a shared workspace. It contains
three main components : a Steps List stored in the DOM to make it
shared and persistent, a Window Manager to load applications and
history tools, and a Steps Manager to connect everything together.

The Steps Manager being a JavaScript component, it is unique to
each of the context’s clients. The Window Manager is mainly using
the winbox.js library2. It allows the user to open other webstrates
in windows within the shared workspace using transclusion. These
windows are transient elements and behave as traditional desktop
windows. The client’s Steps Manager keeps track of the applications

2 https://nextapps-de.github.io/winbox/

https://nextapps-de.github.io/winbox/
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and history tools that are loaded in the workspace by the Window
Manager. Note that even though the window DOM element is tran-
sient, its content, the loaded application or tool, is a webstrate whose
state is synchronized in real-time by the Webstrates server.

An application contains a Steps Application JavaScript component
which, when initialized by a webstrate, declares this webstrate as an
application in the DOM with the HTML attribute <step-applica-

tion>. The component then propagates Step Events on the applica-
tion’s DOM when a new Step is created. The Steps Manager recog-
nizes an application thanks to the aforementioned HTML attribute.
If an application is recognized, it listens to Step Events being prop-
agated on the application’s DOM. When a Step Event is received by
the Steps Manager, it updates the Steps List in the context.

A history tool contains a Steps Instrument JavaScript component
which, when initialized by a webstrate, declares this webstrate as
an instrument in the DOM with the HTML attribute <step-instru-

ment>. This serves the same purpose as for applications but for the
webstrate to be recognized as a history tool by the Steps Manager. The
component then listens for Step Events on the history tool’s DOM.
When it receives a Step Event, it triggers a callback defined by the his-
tory tool. Because each client of a workspace contains a single Steps
Manager, we use signaling to propagate a Step Event to the history
tools so they can update. Every Steps Manager listens to signals on
the same DOM element in the shared context. When a Step Man-
ager updates the Steps List in the context, it sends the content of
the Step Event as a string message through a signal on the context’s
DOM. Then, every connected client receives this signal and translates
it back to a Step Event. The Step Manager then propagates it to any
transcluded webstrate recognized as a history tool.

Structuring the system with JavaScript components combined with
the embedded mechanisms of Webstrates makes this new OneTrace
implementation very flexible. It better suits the concept of a platform
integrating Steps as unified, distributed history data. A collaborative
application already developed as a webstrate can easily be turned
into a Steps Application by including the corresponding script and in-
stantiating a Step Application object in the main application’s script.
Then, the newStep method of this object can be called to propagate
a Step Event to log user events. The Step Event comes with prede-
fined arguments that correspond to the core attributes of the Steps
model. However, this also is flexible, as custom events can add new
context attributes through inheritance. The Steps Manager receiving
the event will dynamically read the event’s attribute. The same can
be done with history tools or instruments, with the Steps Instrument
script. The stepListener method of the initialized steps instrument ob-
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Figure 37: OneTrace implementation with Webstrates : User Interface. Four
applications were created as webstrates for this proof-of-concept
prototype. The Context application manages the Steps, i.e. a
shared workspace in which users can import their own tools
and applications. The OneTrace Notes application is a collabo-
rative list of digital post-it notes that generates a Step each time
a user modifies, creates or deletes a note. These Steps are gath-
ered by the Context transcluding the Notes application thanks
to the Steps Application component. The OneTrace Timeline is
a timeline displaying all the Steps from the context transcluding
it, which is dynamically updated thanks to the Steps Instrument
component. Users can hover elements in this timeline to show
details of a Step. A second version of this timeline allows users
to interact directly with the Steps and update a context attribute
corresponding to their “weight”, or what I called granularity in
the Steps model. This history tool both includes the Steps Appli-
cation and the Steps Instrument component. It both updates and
is being updated by the Context.

ject needs to be set up with a callback method to react to the new
Steps logged in the context.

For both Steps Applications, that log Steps, and Steps Instruments,
that read Steps, this structure makes it easy to plug existing web-
strates’ scripts dealing with history data. It typically only requires
a few tweaks to conform to the Steps model thanks to its flexibil-
ity. These two scripts are also independent and a webstrates can be
declared a “Steps Application” and a “Steps Instrument” for both
reading and editing history data, similar to what the TracePicker was
designed for.
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Figure 37 shows the implementation of this system. The design of
the interface and the applications is kept to a minimum as it is only
meant to show the system’s possibilities. It features a first webstrates
called “OneTrace Context”3, which contains the Steps Manager com-
ponent and holds the Steps List in its DOM. In the user interface, an
input field allows the user to open other webstrates in desktop-like
windows. It also features a collaborative notepad4 allowing users to
add and remove digital post-it notes from a shared whiteboard. This
collaborative application features the Steps Application component
and logs the addition, modifications and removal of notes as Steps.
The first history tool5 is a timeline that shows the Steps’ information
when hovered over it in the timeline. The user can also select an el-
ement of the timeline for its information to show permanently. This
application features the Steps Instrument component to update the
timeline when a Step is added or updated in the context. The second
history tool6 is the same timeline with an additional feature. This
timeline allows users to give “weight” to a Step by double clicking
on it. When an element in this timeline is "heavier", it shows by be-
ing magnified. This application features both the Steps Application
component to update the Steps’ weight in the context, and the Steps
Instrument component. Whenever a Step is logged or updated in the
context via the Steps Applications, it is propagated accordingly to
all Steps Instruments. The applications mentioned in this section and
their source code can be found following the links in the footnotes.

6.5 conclusion and discussion

In this chapter, I revisited my first observations and experiments to
question what really is history as a first class object that users can
interact with. It led me to better define the differences between inter-
action history, history instruments and the history collections result-
ing from the interaction between the two. The goal of this reflection
is to attempt to define what makes interaction history a material that
users can interact with and shape as needed, in other words what
makes it an interaction substrate. It led me to define interaction his-
tory as a raw collection of history elements which I describe as Steps.
Users extract Steps and put it together as new collections of history el-
ements, in a way that makes sense to them, depending on the context.
To achieve this, they use history instruments that will make visible or
create new relationships among relevant history elements. I state that
these collections of Steps are history substrates, a container of history
elements that reifies relationships between Steps.

3 https://webstrates.lisn.upsaclay.fr/onetrace/

4 https://webstrates.lisn.upsaclay.fr/onetrace_notes/

5 https://webstrates.lisn.upsaclay.fr/onetrace_timeline/

6 https://webstrates.lisn.upsaclay.fr/onetrace_timeline2/

https://webstrates.lisn.upsaclay.fr/onetrace/
https://webstrates.lisn.upsaclay.fr/onetrace_notes/
https://webstrates.lisn.upsaclay.fr/onetrace_timeline/
https://webstrates.lisn.upsaclay.fr/onetrace_timeline2/
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As a result, I iterated on my Steps unifying model for history data.
Due to this new way of defining interaction between history sub-
strates and instruments, relationships could not be a part of the struc-
ture encapsulating history data attributes. The new model follows
this philosophy of both supporting the integrity that history data
needs through its core attributes, and providing the flexibility users
need to fit their history usage depending on their needs through ex-
tensible context attributes. Steps attributes are now a way for instru-
ments to build new collections, or new history substrates, by drawing
relationships among Steps.

I then presented a framework that describes an environment based
on history substrates and instruments. It describes how interaction
history, history tools, history collections and context of use all interact
together in this environment. In line with the interaction substrates
theory and related works on malleable software, it aims at provid-
ing a sound basis for designing a system that supports users in re-
claiming control over their work environment. The first iteration of
OneTrace implemented parts of this framework, focusing on a uni-
fied way to log history data no matter the application logging it. But
when it came to instruments, and especially the history substrates re-
sulting from their use, I did not design the polymorphic capabilities
that I describe in this revised framework.

As a proof-of-concept system for this framework, I implemented a
new version of OneTrace supported by the Webstrates environment.
It allowed me to implement the flexible environment I described, in
which users can collaborate in the same workspace synchronously.
In this workspace, they can also import their own tools and appli-
cations with respect to their personal application ecologies, and still
be able to share their traces as Steps. This system provides tools and
components to implement more advanced interaction history systems
shared amongst users and applications as an independent digital ma-
terial. I believe this goes further than earlier related work that ad-
dressed the goals of enabling flexible cross-application interaction
histories. For example, although Rekimoto’s Time Machine Comput-
ing [69] shows the benefits of unifying histories between applications
in a single system, it also offers no common structure for histories
to design new instruments, and does not take into account multi-
user working environments. The Leavo system by Jeuris et al. [37]
is also an important contribution, but it does not take into account
the flexibility of the user’s personal space and offers only one time-
line for interacting with one’s history rather than providing users
with different ways of manipulating their traces. With the notion of
history substrates that I described, interaction history is now an in-
dependent, interactive, polymorphic and shareable object. I hope this
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will open discussions about how to design better interaction history
instruments but also more flexible interactive systems in general.

Still, some limitations remain with this approach. By centering the
history framework around workspaces, I limited the scope of inter-
action between all its elements to a single joint activity. I took this
direction in order to explore the feasibility of such a system. How-
ever, it needs to be iterated on using knowledge from related work
about flexible and distributed workspaces, such as the work I de-
scribed about collaborative writing applications and traces ecology.
The scope must be extended to tasks and activities beyond the main
object of the collaboration. For example, further observations should
be made on how people want to reuse histories from one activity to
another, or how users including external content with its own history
in a shared workspace want to deal with the potential conflicts. It
also requires further analysis of how histories from different activi-
ties can be linked together, and how users can control how to share
their histories with other team members.

Nevertheless, this new system offers a fully collaborative environ-
ment which is robust enough, and flexible enough to be evaluated
in various use cases and with less rigid technical requirements. In
future work, we may conduct longer term evaluations by providing
a workspace for participants to log into anywhere, and develop ap-
plications and instruments for OneTrace depending on the use case
we want to study. Further evaluations of the system and of cross-
application history’s impact on work habits will then show less lim-
itations than the previous studies I conducted with TraceLens and
TracePicker.





7
C O N C L U S I O N

7.1 overview of the contributions

In this thesis, I explored how to improve current interaction history
tools in order to better support users’ interactions with their traces.
I reviewed previous work about interaction histories, and especially
those that aimed at better understanding how users actually interact
with traces beyond only browsing them. It helped me define interac-
tion history not only as raw data, but also as digital objects with their
own affordances that can be manipulated and shaped by the users to
some extent. I learned that people seek to enrich their past history
with information that is not tied to their document of interest or the
applications they use and provide a better understanding of the con-
text in which traces were left. I also learned that people often need to
cross-reference histories from different systems to do so, for example,
for re-documenting a specific activity that occurred among different
applications in their workspace. In that case, current interaction his-
tory tools prevent historical data from being used by other systems,
thereby hindering users’ activities when it comes to interacting with
traces. These points led me to state that cross-application interaction
histories should be paid more attention to when it comes to designing
interaction histories.

Reviewing the literature on coordination in collaborative writing
settings, I showed that interaction histories play a huge role in com-
municating and understanding a team’s progress on common activi-
ties. However, current interactive systems barely support sharing in-
teraction histories among team members’ application ecologies and
people have to come up with their own workarounds to support col-
laborative practices that are not supported by their current tools. To il-
lustrate and better understand this environment of traces confined in
their source applications, I described the collaborative writing traces
ecologies framework which draws inspiration from previous work
on artifact ecologies [48, 61]. Based on this framework and the re-
viewed literature, I conducted story interviews with 12 knowledge
workers about their history use in collaborative writing settings in
order ground this knowledge in a specific use case. I wanted to better
understand how people use histories for coordination, and how their
current tools fail to support their activities. I analyzed the results of
these interviews by performing a thematic analysis with the help of
another researcher. The results showed that participants mainly inter-
act with their traces in two main ways. First, as independent objects,
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they customize traces to differentiate them from one another, in order
to emphasize the meaning behind a trace, or to add contextual cues
to better understand it. Then, as collections of history elements, par-
ticipants create new artifacts to re-document past activities, to make
it more understandable for them and their team. This requires brows-
ing across different histories, and merging and extracting relevant
information to compile it as new content. Participants also expressed
numerous issues with their tools that hinder these practices. Partici-
pants have to browse histories in numerous places and sometimes in
huge collections, which requires more work to identify relevant his-
tory data. They also often expressed having no means to consolidate
the meaning of a past event, to understand why an action occurred
on top of the pragmatic details of these actions.

The empirical findings from this first study showed that while
users need cross-application history tools to support their collabo-
rative practices, they are widely unsupported by current tools. These
results concurred with my first assumptions based on the literature
that interaction histories were not flexible enough to support users’
needs. To answer this lack of flexibility and allow the design of a
cross-application history system, I introduced a new approach for
designing interaction history systems, tools, and objects. With the
knowledge I previously gathered, I introduced the Step structure, a
unifying history data structure. I then introduced OneTrace, an exam-
ple of how to implement a cross-application interaction history sys-
tem using the Step unifying history data structure. OneTrace is both a
universal logging system using Steps, and a user interface that imple-
ments basic applications such as a text editor, a messaging application
and a mail client. It aims to implement various history instruments
that allow cross-application interaction history manipulation and to
experiment with them.

In order to show the capabilities of OneTrace’s cross-application
histories to support users with a new kind of history tools, I con-
ducted two projects in parallel based on the data extracted from the
first study. I stated two different design goals and conducted vari-
ous participatory design activities with users to answer these goals,
including brainstorming and prototyping. I also used generative de-
sign tools such as the instrumental interaction framework. These ac-
tivities led to the design of TraceLens, an instrument to improve
cross-application history browsing, and TracePicker, an instrument
to help users customize collections of history elements and enhance
past actions understanding. I implemented both designs in the One-
Trace proof-of-concept system as examples of cross-application his-
tory tools. I assessed these instruments with observation- and scena-
rio-based user studies to evaluate if each of the tools fulfilled their
goals, based on the participants’ perceived improvements when com-
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paring it to their usual system. Results showed that a unified his-
tory can indeed improve awareness of the timeline in a collaborative
project and help users appropriate history data and generate new
meaningful artifacts that enhance coordination.

OneTrace and Steps allowed me to design cross-application history
instruments and showed that this kind of system allows for a more
flexible and better suited environment when it comes to manipulat-
ing interaction histories. But experimenting with it made me reflect
on the lack of consistency of the solutions I provided. As a result, I
formulated several critiques that allowed me to iterate on the Steps
data structure and make it more universal. I also needed to provide
a framework defining how the different digital objects in this kind
of environment should interact with each other. To this end, I turned
towards previous work that describes and implements flexible soft-
ware and interactive systems, and especially the substrates and instru-
ments interaction model described by Beaudouin-Lafon [10, 11]. It
helped me describe a framework consisting of a set of guidelines in an
environment composed of history data and graphical substrates, his-
tory substrates collections, and history instruments. The aim of this
framework is to provide a better understanding of how to support
cross-application histories in future systems by describing how each
element of this environment may interact with each other. It should
help design graphical substrates that reify history data into customiz-
able objects, and relevant history data attributes into affordances. It
also shows how to design polymorphic history instruments that take
full advantage of these affordances to support users in creating new
substrates as collections of history elements that reify meaningful re-
lationships among history elements. To demonstrate the potential of
such a system based on this new framework, I iterated on my proof-
of-concept and implemented a new version of OneTrace using the
Webstrates technology.

The work I conducted during this thesis provides a better under-
standing of how current interactive systems hinder interaction his-
tory use. While most related work on improving interaction histories
focus on single applications, or on web browsing due to the lighter
needs for implementing new tools, the framework I introduced opens
the way for thinking of interaction histories under a new point of
view. The new OneTrace implementation based on Webstrates also
shows that implementing such systems could be quite simple thanks
to state-of-the-art technologies. It complements related work aiming
at implementing new interactive systems that free themselves from
the dominant WIMP interaction model. It describes a way to provide
users with interaction histories as objects they can manipulate rather
than interaction histories as data they have little to no control over.
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7.2 limitations and future work

The first limitation of my work is related to the use case I investi-
gated. I only studied collaborative document editing and based the
next steps of my works on this use case. More use cases of collab-
oration around common objects such as videos, slideshows or even
graphical objects are to be investigated to gather more observations
about history use. I also emphasized collaborative settings because it
included both personal and shared use of histories, but observing a
single user environment is also an option for future work, to see if
different practices around traces emerge. The benefits of investigat-
ing a larger set of use cases would be to mainly challenge my Steps
unifying structure for history data, especially when it comes to the
malleable attributes that I described. These attributes are the tran-
scription of users’ needs when it comes to regrouping or customizing
history data, and in order to generalize such a data structure, it would
be necessary to verify their validity in various use cases and see if we
can extend the list of these attributes.

When it comes to the evaluation of the two instruments I designed
for OneTrace, although the aim was not to provide users with a work-
ing environment, it showed some limitations that I discussed in the
dedicated chapter. Especially due to the technical limitations of One-
Trace, I could not provide users with an environment stable enough
to be used in the wild outside of a controlled environment. Interaction
history being a support of users’ memory, it would be beneficial to
run longer term field studies to assess the impact of cross-application
histories and dedicated history instruments on users information re-
trieval. Having a stable system would also allow for a more reliable
comparison with a control group of participants using their everyday
tools, which was not possible with my current implementation.

About my final descriptive framework, two aspects still remain to
be studied further. First, I took into account the distributed aspect
of interaction histories in collaborative settings, but I did not pro-
vide guidelines on how users should be able to actively choose how
to share history data when it is relevant, or how designers should
take into account and support the notion of roles in collaborative set-
tings. The main reason for this is that I lacked information on this
two points to provide well-grounded guidelines. Because I think that
users should remain in complete control over the data they share,
future work should investigate history data sharing and define the
associated guidelines. The second aspect I would like to investigate
further is the notion of work contexts. Indeed, my current framework
associates interaction history data substrates with a workspace. But
related work on tasks and activities analysis showed that the same
workspace can be the theater of several activities in parallel. Thus, fu-
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ture work should study how interaction history should be logged
in such work environments, and whether context-centric histories
would be more beneficial than workspace-centric histories. It should
also shed light on how and why interaction history data should be
distributed among contexts.

On a more technical level, I would like to build on the Webstrates
version of my proof-of-concept prototype, to make it more robust and
to develop new tools with it. For example, it is possible to implement
a version of TraceLens and TracePicker with it, and it would be really
useful to investigate further and replicate the studies about these two
tools in a new context. I would also like to investigate the issues en-
countered when trying to adapt existing tools to this system. Indeed,
the philosophy behind the Webstrates system is to provide a toolkit
to implement distributed and synchronized systems, and the benefits
of such systems is the distributed and malleable aspect of it. I tried
to stick to this original idea while also trying to fit my own research
on how interaction history should be designed, and I would like to
study my system’s adaptability with existing systems.

Finally, I would like to see to what extent my concept of Steps as a
universal description of history data could be extended to any type of
temporal data. As an example, I participated in the development of a
video prototyping tool called Collaborative VideoClipper [53] based
on Webstrates. This application lets users upload video clips and or-
ganize them on timelines as “storylines”. They can also add text-based
elements on these timelines as “titlecards” to add a layer of descrip-
tion to the video clips. Then, the application generates a full video
prototype by compiling all the elements on the timeline. I would like
to try and implement it with OneTrace to investigate the differences
between temporal data from a video and those from histories, since
they can both be displayed on timelines. I think it would help reflect
on my Steps description of historical data and maybe extend it as a
universal description of temporal data.

The initial observation that led to my research is one that could ap-
ply to many of interactive systems. By design, the data generated by
the use of applications and tools are often intended to be only used
by the source application that generated them. Users rarely have the
power to customize their workspace with the tools of their choosing,
resulting in having too many tools imposed on them. While specific
software suites such as Microsoft Office or Google Workspace tend to
create bridges among their own applications, it remains confined into
these software suites. The issue is the same with interaction histories,
and the impact is arguably stronger on user’ work processes. The effi-
cient use of historical data lies in the capabilities of cross-referencing
histories. In the case of collaborative activities, a facilitated use of his-
tories makes coordination strategies more efficient. But in the current
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systems, despite their factual necessity, interaction histories are at the
very best a basic facility destined to only show a fraction of the in-
formation needed to understand the life-cycle of the system. It makes
interaction histories underused because it does not fulfill users’ needs.
In the future, to make better interactive systems, interaction histories
should be designed by studying end users’ practices, and not just
be seen as an informative list of items. This would be a first step
into making interaction history tools more independent, flexible and
most of all relevant. It also means that we should provide users with
complete control over their history data. I believe that the future of
interaction histories lies in the same place as interactive systems in
general, with flexible and extensible interactive environments which
users can appropriate and control with the tools of their choosing.
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A
A P P E N D I X

a.1 privacy concerns and shared histories questionnaires

Introduction:

As a reminder, an activity trace is a piece of information about past actions on the
project, which will be left by you or one of your team members.

It will allow you in some cases to keep track of the progress on the project.

It can be, for example, different versions of a document, annotations or comments,
modification histories, discussion/communication histories, or even written notes.

It can be data shared between the different actors in the project, or data that you keep
personally.
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Privacy concerns questionnaire
The following statements are related to your experience, or your feelings towards
real-time collaborative work tools (such as Google Doc).

During a collaborative writing project:

● I would be willing to use tools to write text in real time with other members of my team.

1. strongly agree 2. agree 3. neither agree nor disagree
4. disagree 5. strongly disagree

● I would be willing to store our common work around the writing project in a shared
environment.

1. strongly agree 2. agree 3. neither agree nor disagree
4. disagree 5. strongly disagree

● I would be willing to share in real-time data such as my modification history or my
comments on a shared document.

1. strongly agree 2. agree 3. neither agree nor disagree
4. disagree 5. strongly disagree

● I would be willing to share with the other members of my team the history of
discussions I have had around the project.

1. strongly agree 2. agree 3. neither agree nor disagree
4. disagree 5. strongly disagree

● I would be willing to share personal material such as my written notes, or my
summaries of meetings about the project.

1. strongly agree 2. agree 3. neither agree nor disagree
4. disagree 5. strongly disagree
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Shared histories questionnaire
The following statements are to be rated based on things you felt were missing or
needed during the writing project you had in mind for the previous statements.

It would have been necessary for my current tools:

● To be able to synthesize the progress of my team on a project at key moments.

1. strongly agree 2. agree 3. neither agree nor disagree
4. disagree 5. strongly disagree

● To have a common and unique space where to gather all my team's communications
about the project.

1. strongly agree 2. agree 3. neither agree nor disagree
4. disagree 5. strongly disagree

● To be able to link the different communication channels with the discussed
collaborative documents.

1. strongly agree 2. agree 3. neither agree nor disagree
4. disagree 5. strongly disagree

● To be able to visualize all activity traces in a single space to be able to navigate through
them.

1. strongly agree 2. agree 3. neither agree nor disagree
4. disagree 5. strongly disagree

● To be able to link my personal traces (written notes, recordings, non-shared
documents...) with my collaborative project.

1. strongly agree 2. agree 3. neither agree nor disagree
4. disagree 5. strongly disagree
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a.2 tracelens study questionnaires

Participant ID :

Pre-study questionnaire

● I happen to face issues in differentiating traces within the same history, but conveying different
kinds of information.
For example differentiating annotations or communications depending on their topic.
1- strongly disagree 2- disagree 3- neither agree nor disagree
4- agree 5- strongly agree

● I happen to face issues in regrouping traces left within different histories, but conveying the
same kind of information.
For example regrouping annotations, messages, or mails that are all about the same topic.
1- strongly disagree 2- disagree 3- neither agree nor disagree
4- agree 5- strongly agree

● Overall, I have a hard time navigating interaction and communication histories.
1- strongly disagree 2- disagree 3- neither agree nor disagree
4- agree 5- strongly agree

● I happen to face issues in communicating my progress to my team.
1- strongly disagree 2- disagree 3- neither agree nor disagree
4- agree 5- strongly agree

● I happen to face difficulties sharing important traces with my team.
1- strongly disagree 2- disagree 3- neither agree nor disagree
4- agree 5- strongly agree

● I happen to face issues in understanding my team’s progress.
1- strongly disagree 2- disagree 3- neither agree nor disagree
4- agree 5- strongly agree

● I happen to face issues recalling how I previously found information in some of my histories.
1- strongly disagree 2- disagree 3- neither agree nor disagree
4- agree 5- strongly agree

● Overall, I have a hard time following my team’s progress in a collaborative project.
1- strongly disagree 2- disagree 3- neither agree nor disagree
4- agree 5- strongly agree
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Participant ID :

Post-study questionnaire

● This kind of system would improve differentiating traces within the same history, but conveying
different information.
1- strongly disagree 2- disagree 3- neither agree nor disagree
4- agree 5- strongly agree

● This kind of system would improve regrouping traces left within different histories, but conveying
similar information.
1- strongly disagree 2- disagree 3- neither agree nor disagree
4- agree 5- strongly agree

● Overall, this kind of system where histories are shared across applications would help me
navigate in interaction and communication histories.
1- strongly disagree 2- disagree 3- neither agree nor disagree
4- agree 5- strongly agree

● In a collaborative project, this kind of system would improve my way to communicate my
progress to my team.
1- strongly disagree 2- disagree 3- neither agree nor disagree
4- agree 5- strongly agree

● With this kind of system, it would be easier to share important traces with my team.
1- strongly disagree 2- disagree 3- neither agree nor disagree
4- agree 5- strongly agree

● In a collaborative project, this kind of system would improve my understanding of my team’s
progress.
1- strongly disagree 2- disagree 3- neither agree nor disagree
4- agree 5- strongly agree

● With this kind of system, it would be easier to recall how I previously found information in some
of my histories.
1- strongly disagree 2- disagree 3- neither agree nor disagree
4- agree 5- strongly agree

● Overall, this kind of system where histories are shared across applications would be beneficial to
follow my team’s progress in a collaborative project.
1- strongly disagree 2- disagree 3- neither agree nor disagree
4- agree 5- strongly agree
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Participant ID :

Additional information

Age :

18 - 25
25 - 30
30 - 35
35 - 40
40 - 45
45 - 50
55 - 60
more than 60
do not want to answer

Gender :

male
female
not listed : …………………………………………………..
do not want to answer
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a.3 tracepicker study questionnaires

Participant ID :

Pre-study questionnaire

● Q1: With my current tools’ histories, I feel in control over what information my
histories display.
For example, searching for a specific item/filtering actions.

1- strongly disagree 2- disagree 3- neither agree nor disagree
4- agree 5- strongly agree

● Q2: With my current tools’ histories, it is easy to deal with a lot of history information.
1- strongly disagree 2- disagree 3- neither agree nor disagree
4- agree 5- strongly agree

● Q3: With my current tools’ histories, it is easy to contextualize my own past actions.
Contextualize means associate meaning with actions. For example, you modified
your conclusion because your supervisor told you to.

1- strongly disagree 2- disagree 3- neither agree nor disagree
4- agree 5- strongly agree

● Q4: With my current tools’ histories, it is easy to contextualize my team's past
actions.

1- strongly disagree 2- disagree 3- neither agree nor disagree
4- agree 5- strongly agree

● Q5: With my current tools’ histories, it is easy to resume work after a short break.
After a lunch break, a day off.

1- strongly disagree 2- disagree 3- neither agree nor disagree
4- agree 5- strongly agree

● Q6: With my current tools’ histories, it is easy to resume work after a long term
After one or two weeks off.

1- strongly disagree 2- disagree 3- neither agree nor disagree
4- agree 5- strongly agree

● Q7: Overall, it is easy to resume working with my current tools’ histories.
1- strongly disagree 2- disagree 3- neither agree nor disagree
4- agree 5- strongly agree
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Participant ID :

Post-study questionnaire

● S1: With this system, I would feel more in control over what information my histories
display.

1- strongly disagree 2- disagree 3- neither agree nor disagree
4- agree 5- strongly agree

● S2: With this system, it would be easier to deal with a lot of history information.
1- strongly disagree 2- disagree 3- neither agree nor disagree
4- agree 5- strongly agree

● S3: With this system, it would be easier to contextualize my own past actions.
1- strongly disagree 2- disagree 3- neither agree nor disagree
4- agree 5- strongly agree

● S4: With this system, it would be easier to contextualize my team's past actions.
1- strongly disagree 2- disagree 3- neither agree nor disagree
4- agree 5- strongly agree

● S5: With this system, it would be easier to resume work after a short break.
1- strongly disagree 2- disagree 3- neither agree nor disagree
4- agree 5- strongly agree

● S6: With this system, it would be easier to resume work after a long term break.
1- strongly disagree 2- disagree 3- neither agree nor disagree
4- agree 5- strongly agree

● S7: Overall, it would be easier to resume working with this system.
1- strongly disagree 2- disagree 3- neither agree nor disagree
4- agree 5- strongly agree

Add any additional comments on the system/application here:
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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Participant ID :

Additional information

Age :

18 - 25
25 - 30
30 - 35
35 - 40
40 - 45
45 - 50
55 - 60
more than 60
do not want to answer

Gender :

male
female
not listed : …………………………………………………..
do not want to answer


